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TERMS OF SALE
1.

Terms are strictly CASH to the highest bidder. In case of dispute the decision of the Auctioneer will be
final. Lots must be cleared and paid for at the end of the sale.

2.

For those unable to attend the sale in person, bids may be executed by the Auction Manager, but
forwarding charges, insurance and registration, etc., will be charged to the buyer. Bids from overseas
members should be in Sterling and all bids from members not attending the sale in person must be
received by 1200 hours Friday 6th October 2017 if by e mail or by Friday 29th September 2017 if
by phone or mail. Receipt of bids will be acknowledged by e mail or phone so if you don’t receive this
please contact the Auction Manager asap.

3.

Successful bidders will be notified of their purchases by Pro-forma invoice (normally by e mail) and lots
will be forwarded upon receipt of the FULL remittance in STERLING funds.

4.

Lots will normally be sent out by first class mail (or equivalent) for invoices up to £50 in value or by
Royal Mail ‘Signed For’ service (or equivalent) for invoices over £50. Buyers requiring an alternative
service should request this when responding to the pro-forma invoice.

5.

All lots are sold as genuine (except where offered ‘as is’) but neither the Auctioneer nor the Society can
be held responsible for a wrong description by the vendor.

6.

All lots are sold in STERLING FUNDS and must be paid for in STERLING FUNDS. Payment may be
made either by sterling cheque drawn on a UK clearing bank and made payable to the Society or via
PAYPAL. In the case of PAYPAL payments a 5% surcharge will be applied to cover PAYPAL
charges.

7.

The estimates given in the appropriate column are meant as a guide to those bidders unable to inspect the
lots. In many cases the vendor’s figures have been checked and adjusted. It is anticipated that most lots
will sell at, or a little above, the estimate given. Condition has been taken into account and every effort
made to give a clear description for the benefit of the postal bidders. Such descriptions have, of necessity,
to be reasonably brief. The Auction Manager is prepared to attempt to give more detailed descriptions
of larger lots. The numbers stated in general lots and accumulations have not all been checked and must
be accepted as only approximate.

8.

THERE IS NO BUYER’S PREMIUM OR VAT PAYABLE.

9.

The vast majority of lots in the sale are illustrated in this catalogue. Large and mixed lots have generally
been illustrated by showing a sample of the contents. Lot numbers highlighted in red have illustrations; normally on the adjacent page. Should these illustrations prove inadequate, the Auction Manager
will be happy to provide additional information or scans or to provide material for Postal Viewing.

Applications for Postal Viewing will be dealt with in strict rotation. The cost both ways, must be paid for by
the viewer and all lots must be sent back BY RETURN OF POST, with remittance to cover postage,
registration, etc. Unfortunately, no lots can be sent for viewing to overseas members nor can any lots be sent
out for postal viewing after Friday 22nd September 2017. Scans can be sent as jpeg attachments up to Friday
29th September 2017. Some lots are very bulky (this is indicated in lot description) and these will not be
suitable for postal viewing.
All enquiries, viewing requests and bids should be sent to the Auction Manager.
Graham Searle, Ryvoan, 11 Riverside, Banchory, Aberdeenshire, UK AB31 6PS
Tel: (+44) (0)1330 820659 If calling from USA and Canada please note time difference.
Email: searle711@btinternet.com
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INFORMATION FOR BIDDERS
An estimate is shown against each lot. This is an estimate of the market value of the lot and
may be used as a guide to the likely selling price. However, please note that our Auction
Manager does not always get it right!
Where vendors have set a reserve price, this will vary but will normally be some 60 – 80% of
the estimate. If the estimate is at 100% of reserve, this will be clearly indicated in the lot
description.
We also sometimes have lots sold without reserve, particularly when they are donated or sold
for Society funds. Again, this will be clearly highlighted in the lot description. Please bid
generously in such cases!
Our bidding increments are as follows:Up to £10 50p steps
£10 to £20
£1 steps
£20 to £50 £2 steps
£50 to £100 £5 steps
£100 to £200 £10 steps
£200 to £500 £25 steps
Over £500 at Auctioneers discretion.
Please note that we do not accept ‘Buy’ bids. Bids received which are not in line with the
above steps will be rounded down to the nearest bidding increment.
Lots will be sold to the highest bidder at one increment above the next highest bid. Your bid
will not be used as a starting price. In the event of tied bids, the bid received earliest will
win the lot.
The auction will be called by an experienced auctioneer who will treat your bids in confidence.
Your limit bid will not be used as a starting bid.
For the majority of lot values we have referred to the following catalogues:SG - Stanley Gibbons Canada & Provinces 6th Edition 2016
CS - Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps 2016 Edition
Other catalogues have been used for some specialised material and where applicable these are
clearly referenced. (E.g. E.S.J. Van Dam for Revenue stamps, Webb for Postal Stationary etc.)
Where the abbreviation STC is used, the catalogue value stated is that provided by the vendor
and has not been checked by the Auction Manager.

The sale is listed as follows:1. Stamps (divided into a number of sub-sections as follows:-)
- Canada Queen Victoria lots 1 - 26
- Canada Queen Victoria Bisects lots 27 - 31
- Canada Edward VII era lots 32 - 49
- Canada Admirals

lots 50 - 129

- Canada Modern (1930 to date)

lots 130 - 134

- Canada Back of the Book lots 135 - 151
- Canada Revenues lots 152 - 153
- Canada Precancels and Perfins lots 154 - 155
- Canada Cinderellas lots 156 - 164
- Newfoundland
2. Cancellations

lots 165 - 167

lots 168 - 238

3. Postal Stationary lots 239 - 280
4 . Postal History - Covers etc - small lots (divided into a number of sub-sections as follows:-)
- Mixed and Bulk Lots

lots 281 - 315

- Pre-stamp and stampless

lots 316 - 344

- Canada - Queen Victoria era

lots 345 - 368

- BNA - incoming 19th century transatlantic mail

lots 369 - 389

- Canada - Edward VII era lots 390 - 500
- Canada - Admiral period lots 501 - 540
- Canada - early airmails (pre WW2) lots 541 - 559
- Canada - 1930 to modern
- Newfoundland

lots 560 - 580

lots 581 - 589

5. Lots I missed on the first compilation - could be anything but probably the good stuff
6. Miscellaneous material including revenues

lots 590 - 597

lots 598 - 604

The Postal History sections of the sale in particular, contain many specialised items. Rather than split these
into too many sub-listings we have attempted to highlight key words (in red) that may draw attention to items
of special interest or unusual destinations. The system is, of course, not foolproof so if you do have specific
interests we would advise close inspection of the lot listings to ensure you do not miss something important.
Within each section, lots are listed broadly in chronological order.
Please note that although we have made efforts to illustrate the vast majority of lots, the scans are not to scale
so relative sizes will not be correct. The scans are, however, of fairly high resolution so you will be able to
blow them up in size online to get a close up view of the material.

Oh and remember……… if you see something you like, bid early, bid often and bid high!!

FOREWORD
This sale contains the usual eclectic mix of postal history and stamps from the BNA area. With
over 600 lots this is a larger sale than we have had in recent years. Lots are estimated from as
little as £2 up to several £100’s so there should be something to match most collecting interests
and also all pocket books.
A large chunk of this sale has been compiled from material from the late Peter Payne’s
collections. These were particularly strong in Edward VII and Admiral period material and the
sheer volume of such material is such that it will be spread over several auctions with only the
first instalment appearing here.
As usual, all estimates and bidding are done in £ Sterling although successful overseas bidders
will be able to pay invoices in their local currency using PAYPAL. With the £ continuing to
languish at low levels against both the $US and $CAN there should be some good bargains for
our overseas members in this sale.
Whilst the sale contains a bit of almost everything BNA, the particular highlights include the
following:1. A rarely seen lot of incoming transatlantic mail from the UK to Canada, many franked with
GB surface printed stamps of Queen Victoria
2. Some outstanding Edward VII era postal history including scarce rates and destinations
3. A good range of bisected Canadian stamps of the 19th Century
4. Specialised collections and single lots of Admiral values 1 cent green, 2 cent green, 3 cent
brown, 3 cent red and War Tax stamps including many rarely seen re-entries.
5. Some scarce Newfoundland stamps and covers
6. A good range of cancellation lots of all types with a big range of early flag and machine
cancels
7. Some nice Semi-Official Airmail covers
8. Another fine lot of Private Post Cards - many illustrated, and
9. A larger than usual offering of Canadian Postal Stationary including many scarce types

I hope you can find a few lots to enhance your collection.

Graham Searle
1 August 2017.
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LOT

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

STAMPS:- (some of the lots in this section will contain covers etc but these have
mainly been collected for the stamps on them rather than any specific postal history
significance)
CANADA - QUEEN VICTORIA ERA:1

1858 3 pence perf 11 3/4 (SG 26, UCS 12) unused single with no gum. Very well centred for issue
but has 'repaired' written on back. If it is repaired it is a very skilful job as I can see no trace of any
repair. However, sold as is. A very rare stamp in unused condition (Cat £13000!!). Must be worth......

2

1859 5 cents Beaver (SG 31/ 32, CS 15) . Large Accumulation of some 129 copies mounted on
album pages. All used. The owner has marked up perfs for the majority but has not fully checked
for papers, shades or varieties. Includes four pairs and one strip of three. A couple of the stamps
have noted faults but the majority appear fine to very fine with some excellent copies included. Note
a couple of imprint copies and at least two on the thin paper. Rare opportunity to acquire a large
accumulation of these stamps for study of printing orders etc. Cat value is well in excess of £1500.

3

1859 5 cents Beaver. Two copies both very lightly mounted mint with original gum in different
shades. One stamp has a few blunt perfs at lower left but o/w very fine condition for this issue. Cat
£900

4

1859 5 cents Beaver; four vf used copies all with light cancels. Variety of shades, unchecked for
plate varieties. Cat £80

5

1859 10 cent Prince Albert. Three used copies in range of shades. Includes a nice example of the
deep red purple shade (PO2) with one rounded corner; one dated copy (3 MY 64) with tiny pin hole
thin and one very lightly cancelled example in brown with one rounded corner. Despite minor faults
this is a fine trio well worth inspection. Cat £860

6

7

1859 10 cent Consort in brownish - purple shade (UCS 17b, SG 35). Very fine used copy with
almost perfect centring and very lightly cancelled. Just one blunt perf at top. Hard to find a better
one. Cat $200.
1868. Extraordinary set of unused (no gum) Large Queens - complete set on thin paper. For some
reason a previous owner has decided to trim off the perfs in order to try and create a set of proofs
(can't help but think the unused stamps would have been worth a great deal more!) and in so doing
has destroyed almost all the value. What is left are beautiful examples of the original, as issued,
shades of the Large Queen stamps.

£80

£180

£60

£12

£40

£30

£24

8

1868 small range of Large Queen stamps comprising; 1 cent red brown (2), 3 cent (2), 5 cent, 6 cent,
12 1/2 cent (2), 15 cent slate blue and 15 cent slate purple (2). All are fine to very fine used and
lightly cancelled. Some very nice copies here.

9

1868 15 cent Large Queen perf 12 in dull violet grey shade (SG 61b, UCS 29) Very fresh mounted
mint with much o.g. and superbly centred. Very fine. Cat £250

£100

10 15 cent large queen - grey shade. Used single with large wing margin at bottom showing part of

£24

£75

plate imprint. Odd nibbed perf but overall fine with slightly heavy duplex cancel.
Four stockcards with large accumulation of Small Queen stamps. All values to 10 cent (28 copies)
11 included with several examples of the perf 11 1/2 x 12 varieties including two shades of the 10 cent
value including the scarce very pale lilac shade. Big range of shades including many early printings
and some nice copies with offsets. Several pairs and strips included. Some 280 stamps in total with
many very fine to superb copies noted. Unchecked for plate varieties.

£100

Stockcard with nice selection of dated copies of Small Queen stamps. All appear to have been

12 selected as there are some very fine copies here. Comprises: 1/2 cent strip of 6, 1 cent 6 plus 2 pairs,
2 cent x8, 3 cent x 12 plus pair, 5 cent x 1 plus strip of 3, 6 cent x 1, 8 cent x 3, 10 cent x 5. Some
are on piece but majority off paper. Some perf 11 1/2 x 12 noted and some lovely shades. Very fine.
51 stamps in all, unchecked for varieties.

£70
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DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

13 Small Queen 1/2 cent value. Two strips of six showing the two shades of black and grey black

£20

(former on piece). Both are lightly cancelled and very fine.

Small Queens; 3 cent value perf 12 1/2 (CS 37d, SG 79a) used single. Grid cancel at left. Has two

14 slightly short perfs at top but otherwise a fine copy of a scarce stamp missing from most collections.

£200

Cat £700

1890 Small Queen issue, 6 cent red brown, mint top margin strip of four showing the full SIX CENTS

15 counter inscription and part of top imprint. From pate C but note that this strip does not show the

£180

re-entry at position C7 which was made somewhat later. Lightly mounted on two outer stamps with
two central ones unmounted but overall gum shows some foxing. Very fine and a nice display piece.

16 1893 20 cent Widow Weeds; vf mint copy, lightly mounted. Cat £250

£34

17 1897 Jubilee issue; 1 cent yellow value, plate proof on india mounted on card. Very fine. Cat $65 in
18

UCS.

£10

1897 - 1902 fine used sets of both Maple Leaves and Numeral issues complete with die types and
colour changes. Some vf stamps here. Cat £280

£50

1898 Numeral issue 1/2 cent value (UCS 74ii, SG 150) mounted mint block of four with lower right

19 stamp showing the major re-entry from plate 1R position 18 (variety stamp is unmounted), Very
fine. Cat $450.

£44

1898 Numeral issue 1 cent value (UCS 75, SG 151) used single showing major re-entry in left

20 numeral box with doubling of '1'. Very fine.

£20

1898 Numeral issue 2 cent purple (UCS 76, SG 154) mounted mint block of four with two lower

21 stamps unmounted. Fine. Cat £120

£30

22 1898 6 cent brown Numeral issue; fine mint single with left sheet margin attached. Lightly mounted

£15

mint. Cat £100

23 1898 8 cent Numeral issue; fine mint single, very lightly mounted. Cat £120

£18

24 1900 20 cent Numeral issue; very fine mint single, nicely centred and lightly mounted. Slight gum
crease does not detract. A rare stamp in such nice condition. Cat £325

25 1898 2 cent Map stamp in blue shade (SG 168, UCS 86) unmounted mint pair. Fine to very fine
centring. Owner notes the stamps are Tomlinson plate 2 nos 19 and 20. Cat £80 in SG, $360 in UCS

£40
£24

Nice collection of some 120 copies of the 1898 Map stamp written up on album leaves. Comprises:

26 5 lightly mounted mint (including all shades), and 114 used copies which include some 65 copies

£130

which have been plated plus another 18 plated with cable retouches (balance of used stamps are
unplated). The collection includes some 12 major re-entries (2 mint and 10 used) all of which have
been plated and include the main major re-entry from plate 5 position 91 plus re-entries from plate 1,
positions 3 and 89; plate 2 positions 9, 17, 27, 29, 39, 47, 84 and plate 3 position 47. Also includes
one cover with pair of Map stamps paying the double rate. Condition varies but all appear sound and
many very fine copies here. Huge catalogue value - well in excess of £1000.

CANADA - QUEEN VICTORIA ERA BISECTED STAMPS
1859 5 cent Beaver, diagonal bisect on piece. Tied by clear undated St. Isodore L.C. cancel. UCS

27 15b cat $8000 but sold as is. Even so, a rare opportunity to acquire a stamp variety which is seldom
offered. Must be worth……

£75

7
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28 1868 6 cent Large Queen in blackish brown shade; vertical bisect on piece tied by clear 'NEW

ESTIMATE
£60

CARLISLE/QUE' datestamp of 29 June 1870. Light horizontal crease. Appears genuine but sold as
is. Cat $4000 or £3250 on cover. Should be a bargain at……

29

1889 piece showing 2 cent Small Queen bisected vertically tied by clear strike of PLOVER
MILLS/ ONT cds of 1888. Appears genuine but sold as is. Cat £2500 on cover.

£60

30

1881 2 cent Small Queen vertical bisect on piece with Paisley Ontario cds. Cat £2500 on cover.
Appears to be genuine but sold as is as on piece. A nice opportunity to acquire a used bisect at a
fraction of the catalogue price.

£60

31

1882 Nov 15 cover from Guelph to Breslau franked with diagonal bisect of the 6 cents Small
Queen which is tied by three concentric ring cancels. Cover has a light backstamp from Breslau in
blue. Cover has some opening damage at right with rough edge but not affecting the stamp. Cat
£1400 ($4000 in UCS).

£250

CANADA - EDWARD VII ERA
32

Album page of 1 cent Edward stamps (14 copies plus 2 pairs) all of which show hairlines. Centring
varies but some vf here and missing from many collections. (UCS 89iv).

33

1 cent Edward top margin strip of five showing the full plate 33 imprint complete with TOP
inscription and 'Spinning top' . Unmounted mint and fine (stamps centred to right). Cat $250++

£6

£75

34

1 cent Edward top margin strip of three showing plate 41 imprint. Mounted on selvedge only
(stamps unmounted). Centred low. Fine. Cat $125+

£28

35

1 cent Edward top margin strip of five showing the full plate imprint from plate 50. Mounted mint
and strip has been rejoined with hinge. Very fine centring. Cat $300

£26

36

1 cent Edward top margin strip of three with plate 68 imprint and order numbers. Mounted on
selvedge only (stamps unmounted). Stamps centred low. Fine. Cat $125+

£28

37

1 cent Edward VII stamp used and centred to bottom left but showing significant re-entry. Fine and
mounted on album page highlighting the variety.

£10

38

1 cent Edward (Marler type 3 from plates 5 &6), two copies on front from somewhere in Nova
Scotia to North East Margaree on Cape Breton. Lower stamp shows extensive re-entry in the lower
part of the stamp (type illustrated in Marler). Both stamps show retouching above the left crown.
Fine. Re-entries on this value are hard to find.

£12

39

40

Study of the 2 cent Edward stamp on covers and cards comprising some 29 covers and cards ( 3 or
4 are fronts only) showing the various Marler types from type 1 to type 20 complete with a number
of sub types also, including examples of the experimental dry printings of type 7 and type 9. All
written up on album pages explaining the key characteristics of each type, Lot includes cards to
France, Belgium, South Africa, Austria, Sweden and Cuba. At least one ekd noted. Fantastic lot,
almost impossible to duplicate and ready for display. There is the odd fault on one or two of the
covers but condition is generally fine or better. HEAVY LOT
Study of the 2 cent Edward booklet stamp offered intact on a range of some 41 covers and cards all
fully written up on album pages. All of the Marler types 1 to 7 from the 13 plates used feature with
the distinguishing features clearly highlighted. We note postcard to New Zealand, Patriotic Souvenir cards, RPO cancels, Assiniboia cancel, several to European destinations such as Switzerland and
Sweden etc,. Also one card dated 11 August 1903 some 10 weeks earlier than Marlers earliest date
for the booklet stamp. Exceptional lot which would take a lifetime to replicate and is suitable for
exhibition. Condition is fine or better throughout. HEAVY LOT

£180

£200

8
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41 2 cent Edward top margin strip of three showing plate 1 imprint. Unmounted mint but centred to

ESTIMATE
£28

top right. Fine Cat $125+
2 cent Edward top margin strip of four with plate 6 imprint (late state type 4A). Mounted mostly

42 on selvedge with just a touch of gum off on one of the stamps o/w unmounted mint for the stamps.

£44

Very fine. Cat $400+
2 cent Edwards; four top margin strips of either four or three from plates 31, 32, 33 and 34 being

43 the experimental dry printings. This is the complete set of plate strips from this experimental
printing which was abandoned because of excessive wear on the presses (and not resumed until the
1920's). Three of the strips are mounted on the selvedge only with stamps unmounted, the fourth is
mounted mint. Fine to very fine and exceedingly scarce.

£150

44 2 cent Edward top margin strip of four showing full plate 85 imprint with TOP inscription. Strip

£28

45 2 cent Edward: two copies showing prominent pre-printing creases, one vertical and the other

£20

has no gum and is fine. Lot also includes single stamp with top selvedge from three stamps showing
plate 61 imprint and TOP inscription, This stamp is unmounted mint and f-vf.

horizontal. F-VF and most unusual.

5 cent Edward used single showing the major re-entry from plate 3R position 89. Very fine and

46 rarely offered. Cat $125

£40

1908 Quebec issue 1/2 cent value. Vertical strip of three with centre stamp showing the major

47 re-entry from pos 44. Lightly mounted on top and bottom stamps but variety is unmounted mint
and very fine. (Cat $180 +)

48 1908 Quebec issue 1 cent value. Block of four showing strong hairlines in margin; mounted mint.

Lot includes two used singles of the same stamp also showing hairlines. Fine to very fine. (Cat
$100+)

49 1908 Quebec issue 5 cent value (UCS 99, SG 191) used single showing re-entry in '1908' from
plate position 81. Good to fine used. Cat £40.

£20

£15

£8

CANADA - ADMIRAL ISSUE
Stockbook packed with used Admirals. Majority are 2 cent reds and includes many 100's of dated
copies arranged by month from 1913 to 1921. Several other pages of other values and unusual
50 postmarks etc. Strips, booklet stamps etc etc. Other than being sorted by postmark date, the stamps
do not appear to have been checked for varieties etc. Must be 1000's of stamps here so a bargain
at.........… HEAVY LOT

£15

Admiral Essays produced by Eckerlin in Germany showing reversed design and enlarged size.
These were produced circa 1930 and are believed to have been produced to demonstrate a new
51 printing technique. Four copies of the essay in red, green, blue and black. All very fine.

£40

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); calendar collection of used stamps (approx 170) including
many pairs and strips which includes examples for every month from January 1912 (earliest date is
7/1/12) to December 1920. Very fine and very hard to replicate!

£26

Study written up on album pages of the Admiral 1 cent green value from the original die (plates 1
to 30, Marler types O1 to O7). Study includes all of the Marler types and includes 11 mint imprint
strips from plates 1,2, 6 (block of six) , 9, 11 (single only), 12, 14, 17, 22, 23 and 24 also a mint
block of 4. Lot also includes some 30 covers and cards and a huge number of used copies of the
stamp which include some 38 with retouches (majority identified by plate position) and also some
other plate varieties. Super lot and a great basis for an exhibit. Condition varies as you might expect
with a lot of this size but mostly fine or better. HEAVY LOT

£200

52

53

9
LOT DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

Comprehensive study on album pages of the Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104) from the retouched
die (plates 31 to 170). Includes multiple examples of all of the Marler types from R1 to R30. We note
no less than 17 mint imprint strips or blocks from plates; 45, 48, 53, 62, 72, 73, 74, 110, 116, 123,
126, 140, 143, 150, 154, 160 and 162. Also mint block of four with lathework type B and a used
54 single with this lathework also along with a few other mint copies. There are many hundred used
copies including many pairs etc. These include some 69 copies with retouches or re-entries many
of which have been identified by plate position. Also several other plate varieties. The study also
includes some 30 covers and cards showing the use of the stamp. Amongst these we note postage due,
foreign destination and advertising covers. Overall a superb lot representing a lifetime of work and
an excellent basis for an exhibit of this stamp. With such a large lot, the condition varies but is mostly
fine or better. HEAVY LOT

55 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); bottom imprint block of eight from plate 1 showing inverted

imprint and order numbers. Stamps are centred slightly to the top and block has been mounted
although three of the stamps are unmounted. Fine.
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); bottom imprint strip of three from plate 3 showing partial

£350

£80

56 inverted imprint and order number. Very fine and unmounted mint.

£30

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type O2, plate 5 used single with re-entry from
57 position 5UL50 showing doubling of the top centre of the frame. Written up and illustrated on album
page. Stamp appears fine but has thin at lower right.

£8

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type O2 from plate 6, two used singles showing
58 significant re-entries across the centre part of the design; from plate 6UL22 and plate 6LL14.
Re-entries are similar to many of the major re-entries to be found on the 2 cent red value. One stamp
centred to left the other very fine.

£40

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); top margin imprint strip of three from plate 7 showing full

£50

59 imprint. Right hand stamp shows re-entry in left numeral box (7UL7). Strip also shows hairlines in
the selvedge. Mounted on selvedge only with stamps unmounted mint and very fine. Cat $360
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); used single showing significant re-entry from plate 7UR6.

60 Fine to very fine and fully written up and illustrated on album page.
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type O3 from plate 7 and 8; 10 used singles all showing
re-entries. Most are relatively minor but the majority have been identified in respect of plate position.
61 All are written up on album pages. Includes re-entries from 7LL3, 7LL5, 7LL6, 7LL43, 7LL53,
7LL61, 7UR51, 8LL11 and 8UR80. All appear fine to very fine and a nice lot that would take years
to duplicate.

62 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); plate 10, two used singles one with re-entry from 10UL3 and
the other with a nice retouch from 10LL89. Written up on album page. Fine.

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); plate 9 top imprint strip of three with full plate imprint. Fine

£20

£100

£26

63 to very fine and unmounted mint. Cat $360

£40

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); plate 10 inscription strip of 10 from the top of the upper left
pane of this plate. This impressive strip shows no less than seven stamps with re-entries. Fine and
64 mounted only on the selvedge and the extreme rh stamp with nine stamps unmounted. Ex. Harry
Lussey and Stan Lum. Exhibition piece!

£300

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type O5 from plate 10, used single with extensive

£30

65 re--entry from plate position 10LL91 . Fine to very fine and the best of the plate 10 re-entries.
Written up and illustrated on album page.
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); bottom margin strip of four showing full plate 18 imprint.

66 Strip is mounted on two stamps only, other 2 umm. Some perf separation between two mounted
stamps and the left stamp has a small gum thin. Very fine centring.

£36
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67

ESTIMATE

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type O6, plate 11 three used singles showing
re-entries, comprising; plate 11UR9 single showing doubling of the frame and bottom of both
numeral boxes; plate 11UR19 showing doubling of bottom of frame , bottom of both numeral boxes
and left '1' and plate 11UL61 showing extensive doubling of top left corner and left numeral box (
see Marler fig 1.18 page 112). Latter stamp has a couple of missing perfs at left and a very small tear
in the perfs at top. Other two are fine to very fine.

£40

68 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104vii) major re-entry from plate 12 LR35. Very fine used single.

£950

69 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type O6 used single showing re-entry from plate 17

£20

Written up and illustrated on album page. Without doubt the finest 20th century re-entry of Canada.
Cat $2500 (£1500 in SG)

LL91. Fine to very fine. Written up and illustrated on album page.

70

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type O7 from plate 25 and 26 two used singles
showing re-entries. Comprising; plate 25LR92 re-entry of both numeral boxes and numerals f-vf
and plate 26UR99 showing doubling of top of frame, side frame lines and both numeral boxes. Fine.
Latter is illustrated in Marler (page 115). Written up on album page.

71 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); imprint strip of four from plate 25 showing the full imprint
and order number. Mint, mounted on selvedge and one stamp only. Centred to right.

72

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R1, group of 9 used copies all showing
significant re-entries, comprising; plate 40UL8, plate 70UR92, plate 72UL18, plate 121UR16 (two
copies) plate 90UL28, plate 102UL14, plate 95LL71 and plate 141UL7. Centring varies from vg to
vf. All written up on album pages.

£40

£28

£80

73 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R1, album page of some 24 stamps all showing

£30

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R1, used single from plate 94UL4 showing
significant re-entry in letters of CANADA POSTAGE. Illustrated in Marler fig 1.50, p 139.
Written up and illustrated on album page. Very fine.

£20

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R1, used single from plate 95UR52 showing

£20

minor re-entries affecting the lower part of the design. Mostly fine to very fine.

74

75 significant re-entry in the letters of CANADA POSTAGE and elsewhere. Illustrated in Marler fig
1.51 p140. Written up and illustrated on album page. Very fine.

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R4, three used singles and one used pair showing

76 four different re-entries from this type. These are; plate 85UL88, plate 136UL47, plate 85UL47 in

£50

pair and plate 164LR36. All are written up and illustrated on album pages and condition is fine to
very fine (one has rounded UR corner).
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R4 plate 87, used copy of the major re-entry

77 from 87UL30. Written up and illustrated on album page and very fine.

£20

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R4 plate 87; two used copies showing re-entry

78 from 87UL30, two copies of this significant re-entry in all letters of CANADA POSTAGE. Written

up on album page. Fine to very fine with straight line at right (as all copies of this re-entry must
have).

£34

79 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104viii); eye- catching bottom imprint strip of 10 from plate 57

£75

80 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R7, two used singles showing nice re-entries

£30

showing the full imprint and showing significant hairlines. Strip is lightly mounted with many
stamps unmounted. Centred to right but a real exhibition piece.
from plate 56UR91 and plate 58LR92 respectively. Fine.
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); top imprint strip of four from plate 63 showing the full

81 imprint. Mounted on selvedge only so stamps are unmounted mint and very fine. Cat $480 as single
stamps.

£50

11
LOT DESCRIPTION
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82 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R19 from plate 120, used single showing
re-entry from position 120UR12. This is the only recorded re-entry from this plate. Written up on
album page. Fine.

£12

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R10 from part of plate 74; pair of used singles

83 showing significant re-entries from this plate being 74UL18 and 74UL34 respectively. Written up

£40

and illustrated on album pages and fine to very fine.

84

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104) bottom margin strip of four from plate 67 showing plate
imprint. Mounted on centre two stamps others unmounted. Very fine. Cat $300+

£50

85

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); top imprint strip of 10 from plate 84 showing the full
imprint. The fifth stamp in the strip (84UL5) shows a very nice re-entry. Seven of the 10 stamps are
unmounted (including the re-entry). The strip overall has been mounted and perfs reinforced in a
couple of places. Centred to top but a very nice plate piece.

£75

86 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R22 from plate 133, bottom left imprint strip

£50

87 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R22 from plate 133, used single showing
significant re-entry in ONE CENT and elsewhere. Written up and illustrated on album page. Very
fine.

£20

88 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R25 from plates 142 and 143; used single

£15

89 Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104); Marler type R26 from plate 157, two used singles showing

£12

of four showing plate imprint. Lightly mounted on one stamp only, rest unmounted mint. Very fine.
Cat $500 as single stamps.

showing a nice re-entry. Stamp has rounded corner at top right and natural straight edge at bottom.
Written up and illustrated on album page. Fine.
minor re-entries. Written up on album page. Very fine.

Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104) plate 167 top imprint strip of four showing the full imprint.

90 Lightly mounted on selvedge only with stamps unmounted mint. Cat $600 as single stamps. Very

£60

fine.
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104) plate 169 top imprint strip of four showing the full imprint.

91 Lightly mounted on selvedge only with stamps unmounted mint. Cat $600 as single stamps. Very

£60

fine.
Admiral 1 cent green (UCS type 104) bottom margin block of 16 showing full lathework type B

92 with lathework doubled under fourth pair of stamps. Block came from a large hoard of Admirals

£80

found in Northern Alberta in 1970 which were all stuck together and had to be 'washed' so it has no
gum. Nevertheless a most impressive display piece.

93

Admiral 2 cent green (UCS type 107); study on album pages of the various Marler types showing
duplicated examples of all. Note over 200 used copies including many pairs and strips etc, two mint
imprint strips of four (plate 208 and plate 223) both lightly mounted mint, mint block of nine lightly
mounted and thin paper mint block of four lightly mounted. Lot also includes 13 covers and cards.
Many vf to superb copies here and an excellent basis for an exhibit of this stamp. HEAVY LOT
Admiral 2 cent green (UCS type 107); top imprint strip of three from plate 166 showing full

94 imprint. Unmounted mint and fine to very fine.

£75

£40

Admiral 2 cent green (UCS type 107); top imprint strip of four from plate 179 showing the full

95 imprint. Mounted on one stamp only. Centred to right.
96

Admiral 2 cent green (UCS type 107); highly impressive top margin block of 24 showing the full
plate 202 imprint. Block has been washed at some point and has no gum. Some minor perf
separation in places but despite all this a very eye-catching piece. Very fine centring.

£34

£40

12
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Admiral 2 cent green (UCS type 107); trio of imprint strips comprising; plate 201 strip of four
showing complete imprint - UMM but with some rust spots around perfs; plate 204 imprint strip of
four showing complete imprint UMM and very fine and plate 210 partial imprint strip of three
showing large part of the imprint UMM and fine. Nice trio and very high cat value.
Admiral 2 cent green (UCS type 107); impressive top margin block of 20 from the upper left pane

98 of plate 214 showing the full imprint. Block has obviously been washed at some point as no gum.

£32

£40

Also slightly separated (and reinforced by hinges) at the centre. Despite the faults a very eyecatching item.

99

Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) outstanding study of the Marler types all mounted on album
pages illustrating the different features. Includes all of the Marler types except 6A (see lot 100) and
10 - 14 (see lot 101). Over 400 stamps here mostly used with several pairs, a few mint and one copy
with type D lathework. Also some 38 covers. Would take years of study to replicate. HEAVY LOT

£60

Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS 108) study fully written up on album pages of the Marler type 6A from

100 plate 23 showing extensive retouching. Some 260 positions from this plate were retouched. Study

comprises over 220 used copies with wide variety of retouches. Includes several copies with
straight edges which may be easier to plate. Condition varies but many fine to very fine and a
lifetimes work to reassemble this many copies from the plate for study. HEAVY LOT
Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS 108) study group of Marler types 10 to 14 being the five types showing
'file marks' in the frame. All mounted and described on album pages. Comprises: - type 10 (36
101 copies with different nicks in frame etc), type 11 (40 copies plus 4 on cover), type 12 (34 singles
plus 1 pair and 1 mint plus 2 on cover), type 12 with line of dots (11 showing two different types),
the very rare type 13 (1 copy), type 14 (33 singles plus 1 cover plus 4 copies showing slight
re-entries). Outstanding lot of over 150 stamps plus 7 covers. Condition varies but many fine to
very fine and suitable for exhibition. HEAVY LOT

£60

£80

102 Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS 108) small group on three album pages of dated copies. One for every

£8

103 Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS 108) unmounted mint block of 4 from wet printing. Very fine and cat

£40

104 Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) unmounted mint block of four with marginal lathework type

£50

month from September 1918 to February 1924 (66 copies in all). Mostly fine to very fine and hard
to replicate!
$480.

B. From Marler type 15 (plate 45). Centred to left, fine.

Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) wet printing - top imprint block of four from plate 10
105 showing the plate imprint (Marler type 3). Very lightly mounted mint (lower two stamps are
unmounted) and very fine.

£30

Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) wet printing - top imprint strip of six from plate 110
106 showing the full plate imprint. Lightly mounted in selvedge only leaving the stamps unmounted.
Centred to right. Cat $180++

£50

Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) dry printing - top imprint strip of five from plate 118
107 showing the full plate imprint. Lightly mounted in selvedge only leaving the stamps unmounted.
Very fine. Cat $600+

£100

Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) album page of re-entries and retouches all from Marler type
108 18, comprising; used single with marked re-entry affecting lower part of design, four used singles
showing lesser re-entries about lower frame line, numeral boxes and THREE CENTS and a used
single showing a nice retouch. All fine or better and a nice group.

109 Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) used single from Marler type 17 showing marked re-entry

at the top of the design. Also second copy showing slight doubling at bottom of design. Written up
on album page. Very fine.

£24

£24

13
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110 Admiral 3 cent brown (UCS type 108) used single of Marler type 17 probably from plate 82 or 83

£26

showing marked re-entry in the bottom part of the design. Written up and illustrated on album page.
Fine and tough to find 3 cent brown re-entries.
Admiral 3 cent red (UCS type 109); study on album pages of the various Marler types showing
111 examples of all. Note over 180 used copies a large number of which are dated and including many
pairs and strips plus 15 covers and 8 on piece showing slogan cancels. 18 of the used copies show
minor re-entries and retouches which have been identified. Many vf to superb copies here and a
nice basis for an exhibit. HEAVY LOT

£40

Admiral 3 cent red (UCS type 109): album page of varieties comprising; 3 used copies with minor
112 re-entries at top of numeral boxes and in THREE; one used stamp with nice retouch and mint strip
of three showing result of debris on plate during printing. Nice lot in fine to very fine condition.

£15

Admiral 3 cent red (UCS type 109): pair of imprint pieces comprising; mint strip of four showing

113 complete plate 121 imprint (3 UMM, 1 LMM stamps) and block of four showing large part of plate

£36

122 imprint. (mounted on selvedge only, stamps UMM). Both fine to very fine. Cat $480.
Admiral 3 cent red (UCS type 109); mint single showing type D lathework. Lightly mounted mint

£8

Admiral 3 cent red (UCS type 109); mounted mint block of four with marginal pyramid guide

£30

114 and very fine. Cat $50

115 (UCS type 109iii). Very fine. Cat $200

Study on album pages of the 1915 War Tax stamps types MR1 and MR2 showing the various

116 Marler types. Comprise; 1 cent: umm block of four plus three mint singles (1 umm, 2 mm) and 37

used singles plus 5 covers or cards. 2 cent value, lmm block of four plus 9 used singles. All Marler
types are here and all are written up and described. Condition is fine to very fine.
Admiral War Tax overprints types MR2B, MR2C, MR2D and MR2Bi. SG types 225 - 227. Set of

117 the WAR TAX overprints, 5 cent value mounted mint, other two used plus 5 cent value overprinted

£24

£50

INLAND REVENUE WAR TAX used. 20 cent value is vf centred but others all off centre. Cat
£410+
Admiral War Tax stamps 1Tc types MR3 and MR4; study on album pages showing the various
Marler types and dies. Comprises red stamp die 1, 70 used copies plus 4 covers; red stamp die 2, 4
118 used copies plus 1 cover; brown stamp die 1, 1 mm plus 2 used stamps, brown stamp die 2, imprint
block of four from plate 55 umm plus some 200 used copies including one major re-entry (plate
40 UR82) and one minor re-entry plus at least four retouches, also 14 covers. All of the Marler types
are shown here. Some dated copies including one dated earlier than Marler earliest recorded.
Several perfins etc. Super lot which would make a good basis for an exhibit. HEAVY LOT

£50

Admiral War Tax stamp 2c + 1c Brown (type MR4); three album pages containing 8 stamps all
used, showing different plate re-entries. Comprising: plate 23LL93, plate 31UR74, plate 31UR34
119
(two copies), plate 26UL1, plate 46UR76 and two which are plate position unknown. The identified
types are all illustrated in Marler's book. Condition vg to vf. First re-entries on this stamp we have
ever offered and quite scarce.

£70

Admiral War Tax stamp 2c + 1c brown (type MR4) pair of imprint pieces comprising; plate 18
120 UL strip of four unmounted mint and f-vf showing full imprint. Also plate 45 top margin block of
four centred low and with no gum showing full imprint. Cat $480

£40

Admiral War Tax stamp 2c + 1c brown (type MR4) block of four with lathework type A plus pair

£36

121 with lathework type B (both full lathework). Both pieces are without gum. Both centred to left. Cat
$400+
1912 Admiral coils imperf x perf 8; three mint pairs in various shades from blue green to pale

122 yellow green. Showing Marler types 1,2, and 4 respectively. One pair is unmounted, the other two
are lightly mounted. Fine to very fine. Cat £150+

£36
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123 1924 Admiral coil in sheet format, imperf x perf 8; 1 cent yellow die 1 unmounted mint block of 4.

£140

Perfs slightly trimmed at top right hand side o/w very fine and scarce block. Cat £360 SG 256a

1924 Admiral coil in sheet format; imperf x perf 8; 3 cent red block of four. Perfs trimmed at right

124 and the block shows an almost imperceptible hint of a hinge mark at top centre plus a bit of gum

£200

mottling at bottom. o/w unmounted and fine condition for a very rare item. Cat £500 SG 258a.
1922 - 1924 Admiral imperforates 1 cent to 3 cent set of three in used pairs. Unusual to see these

125 used and so fine. Cat £190 in SG, $250 in UCS.

£55

1926 Admiral Provisionals SG types 264 and 264b, UCS 139 and 139c, from die 1 and die 2

126 respectively. Very lightly mounted mint singles - fine to very fine. Cat £450+ The die 2 stamp is
missing from almost all collections and is one of the great Admiral rarities.

127

1911 Admiral booklet type SB3 (2 panes of 6 of 2 cent red) with English text. Panes unmounted and
very fine. Cat £65

£130
£28

1913 Admiral booklet type SB4a (4 panes of 6 of 1 cent green) with English text. Panes unmounted

128 and very fine. Cat £90.

£40

1913 Admiral booklet type SB4ab (4 panes of 6 of 1 cent green) with English text and overprinted

129 cover. Panes unmounted and very fine. Cat £90

£40

CANADA - 1930 TO MODERN
130 1930 - 1931 Arch issue. 1 cent green, 2 cent red, 5 cent blue and 10 cent in blocks of four plus 2 cent
brown pair. All are fine lightly mounted mint except for 1 cent block which has gum disturbance and
all show prominent ink smudges / blotches. Most unusual.

131 1930 Arch issue 1 cent green (SG 289, CS 163ii) unmounted mint block of six with one stamp
showing the major re-entry from plate 2 UL pos 96. Very fine. Cat $180+

£32
£30

1935 Silver Jubilee 1 cent value (SG 335, UCS 211) complete set of mint plate blocks of 10 from all

132 positions of both plates used (total of 8 blocks). All are lightly mounted mint but many are mounted

£20

on the selvedge only leaving the stamps unmounted. Cat $120 +

133 1935 Silver Jubilee 1 cent value - Weeping Queen variety (SG 335a, UCS 211i). Very fine lightly

mounted mint single plus very fine used pair with the left hand stamp showing the variety. Cat £260
and rarely seen this nice.

134 1946 Peace issue 14 cents value. Upper right corner block of four with plate 1 imprint. Unmounted
mint and very fine. Cat £26

£90

£8

CANADA - BACK OF THE BOOK
1918 Aero Club of Canada 25 cents label type CL2b without red flame. Small piece missing at top
135 left when rough perfs were separated and no gum but a very rare stamp (Cat $2000) and rarely
offered.

£250

1875 - 92 Registration stamps: nice copy of the 2 cent orange perf 12 x 11 1/2 variety. Centred to
136 left but perfs sound and moderate grid cancel. Also very fine copy of the 5 cent value perf 11 1/2 x
12. Latter centred to bottom left but very good colour and light cancel and good perfs. Nice pair of
scarce stamps. Cat £210

£60

1875 - 1892 Registration stamps: small accumulation of these comprising 2 cent 4 unused and 4 used
copies and 5 cent 2 unused and 2 used copies. All are perf 12. Good range of shades including both
137 mint and used copies of the 2 cent carmine rose. Condition varies with the odd short perf and several
of the mint copies having foxing and minor stains on perfs. However, some very nice copies here as
well. Cat in excess of £600.

£40

15
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138 Postage due stamps 1906 - 1928 series. Complete set including the shades, wet and dry printings and

£100

thin paper varieties. All mint, mostly very lightly hinged though note a few unmounted. Fine to Very
fine. Cat £398.

139 Postage Due stamp: 2 cent on thin paper (type SG 4a) in mint block of four (three unmounted, one

£30

mounted). Fine to Very Fine. Cat £128
Postage Due stamp: 4 cent value of 1928 (SG D5) used strip of three. Straight edge at right but very

140 fine centring. Cat £195
Postage Due stamp: 5 cent red violet type SG D7 in mint block of four (two unmounted, two vlh).

141 Very Fine. Cat £200

£40

£36

Postage Due stamp: 5 cent in thin paper (type SG D7a) in mint block of four (two unmounted, two

142 mounted). Very fine. Cat £80
Postage Due stamp: 10 cent value of 1928 (SG D8) mint block of four very lightly mounted on top

143 two stamp only. Very fine. Cat £128+
Postage Due stamps: 1930 - 32 series (SG types D9 - 13) - full set of five mounted mint. Very fine.

144 Cat £100
145 Postage Due stamps: 1930 - 32 series (SG types D9 - 13) - full set of five all vfu. Cat £95
Postage Due stamp: 1930 series 2 cent value (SG D10) mint and used blocks of four. Mint block is

146 lightly mounted. Very fine. Cat £40.

£20

£40
£26
£24
£15

Postage Due stamps: 1933 - 34 series (SG types D14 - 17) set of four values both mint and used. 4

147 cent and 2 cent values are unmounted, other two very lightly mounted. All very fine. Cat £140.

£30

Postage Due stamps: 1933 - 34 series, 1 cent and 2 cent values in corner imprint blocks of four (plate

148 no 1). 1 cent block is mint (lightly mounted on one stamp only), 2 cent block is used. Both very fine.

£20

Cat £78+
Postage Due stamp: 1933 - 34 series 10 cent value (SG type D17) in marginal block of four, mint

149 mounted on one stamp only. Very fine. Cat £120.

£30

Postage Due stamp: 1935 - 65 series 5 cent value (SG type D22) in UR marginal block of 10 with

150 full plate imprint. Very fine used with Hamilton cds. Cat £60

£15

1907 Officially Sealed Stamp (type OX 3) on white paper. Very lightly mounted mint and very fine.

151 Cat $200.

£50

CANADA - REVENUES
Revenues:- 1930 Electricity and Gas Inspection labels (Van Dam types FEG 1 - 11). Values from 50

152 cents to $10 in orange and 60 cents to $10 in blue all in unmounted mint top marginal strips of four

£50

with full plate imprints. Spectacular looking lot for display purposes. Very fine.

153 Revenues - 1930 series Electricity & Gas inspection used strip of four of the $3 blue value. Very fine.

£9

16
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CANADA - PRECANCELS & PERFINS (see also lots 294 and 411)
154
155

Small stockbook with remainder collection of early bar type precancels. About 60+ stamps here with
fair bit of duplication but must be worth……..
Packet of several 100 Admiral stamps (nearly all 2 cent reds) all with commercial PERFINS. Good
range here and should be a bargain at………..

£5

£5

CANADA - CINDERELLAS
156

Trio of early Xmas Seals, comprising: Muskoka seals for 1908 and 1910 and Royal Edward Institute
seal for 1919. Fine condition.

£5

NOTE: LOTS 157 TO 164 ARE SOLD ‘AS IS’ (your Auction Manager has no experience of these
items!)
CINDERELLAS: small range of Barnard's Cariboo Express labels showing both PAID and
COLLECT types in a range of shades and colours. Some duplication and a few have faults but rarely
seen in this quantity (14 labels).

£15

158

CINDERELLAS: range of Baldwins Railroad postage labels (all two pence). Big range of shades
and papers with little or no duplication though no idea if they are all genuine! 26 labels in total and
most in fine to very fine condition.

£30

159

CINDERELLAS: small range of Bancrofts City Express labels (all 5 cents). Range of shades and
papers including both perforated and imperf types. Some limited duplication. 9 labels in total and
most in fine to very fine condition.

£10

160

CINDERELLAS: small range of College stamps, includes British American College (3), Montreal
College (3) B.S. & Co. College (1) and four other College stamp labels. Interesting lot and rarely
seen. Most appear fine to very fine.

161

CINDERELLAS: large group of Bell's Dispatch Montreal labels. 62 in total, all 2 cents value. Very
wide range of colours, shades and papers with some duplication. Few have faults but many are fine
to very fine. Can't recall seeing such a large group of these before.

157

162

163

164

£10

£40

CINDERELLAS: large group of Kerr's City Post labels. 48 in total, various values in both pence and
cents. Variety of designs, colours, shades and papers with a fair bit of duplication in the small cents
types. Condition is mostly fine to very fine and rarely offered in this quantity.

£30

CINDERELLAS: small range of Winslow & Co Portland Express Montreal labels. Variety of
colours, shades and papers with a few cut to shape and some duplication. 15 in total. Rarely seen.

£10

CINDERELLAS: balance of collection comprising: E.B.C. Postage labels (5 different types/ colours), Musgroves National Business College stamp (1), Grand Trunk Railway Newspaper label (1),
Le Beau City Post label (1) and Whiteley's Express label (1). Fine to very fine.

164A CINDERELLAS: Lots 157 to 164 will be offered as a single lot. If the bid for this lot exceeds the

£10

£150

combined top bids for the individual lots, they will be sold as a single lot.

NEWFOUNDLAND
165

Newfoundland 1857 5d Brown Purple Imperf Fine Used SG 5, UCS 5. RPSL Certificate. Lovely
four margin copy. Very fine. Cat £500. Scan of cert available on request.

£150

166

Newfoundland 1920 2c on 30c Surcharge Inverted with 2017 RPSL certificate stating genuine after
comparison, presumably with the Queen's collection. Mounted Mint and very fine. A very rare stamp
SG144a. Cat £1400 Reserve at estimate. (Scan of cert available on request)

£800

167

Newfoundland 1921 35c Air Mail Halifax 2¾mm Spacing, No Stop after 1921 & First 1 below f of
Halifax. Unmounted mint and very fine. SG148b. UCS C3d. Cat $1200

£130

17
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CANCELLATIONS: (Note that the stamps and covers in these sections have primarily been collected for their postmarks. Whilst we make every effort to describe major faults, some items may have
small faults which we have not described).

RPO CANCELS (see also lots 249, 312, 340, 341, 360, 366, 394, 404, 419, 423, 425, 472, 483, 502, 509,
510, 5127, 518, 535)

Large bundle of cards, covers and one letter bill all collected for Ontario RPO cancels. Total of 77

168 items with 41 different postmarks which include: O8, O13, O19, O24, O34, O45, O55, O56, O74,

£80

O91, O136, O149, O170, O185, O186, O188, O192, O197, O202, O213, O256, O293, 0338, 0356,
O357, O361A, O369, O374, O382, O383, O384, O385, O391, O404, O411, O416, O610A. Wide date
range from late QV to early QE2. Most appear fine or better.
Accumulation of covers and cards all collected for Quebec RPO cancels. 51 items with 20 different

169 cancelsincluding;Q11,Q16,Q21,Q38,Q41,Q43,Q50,Q52,Q55,Q73,Q94,Q115,Q116,Q149,Q164,Q16

£50

5,Q170,Q218,Q243,Q263. Wide date range from late QV to George VI. Most appear fine.

170 Small group of 10 covers and cards ranging from QV to George VI all collected for Maritime RPO

£10

cancels. 8 different postmarks noted including; MA11, MA23, MA64, MA71, MA75, MA116,
MA138 and MA 236. Most appear fine

Large accumulation of stamps from QV to modern featuring Quebec RPO cancels. All in glassines
and comprising approx 200 stamps from around 60 different RPO's. We note rarity factors ranging
171 from 30 to 220 with many over 100. Various directions and train numbers. Includes examples of: Q8,
Q12, Q15, Q16, Q31, Q32, Q34, Q38, Q47, Q52, Q56, Q65A, Q72, Q94, Q115, Q120, Q128, Q137,
Q138, Q145, Q148, Q149, Q156, Q156A, Q162, Q164, Q165, Q169, Q170, Q173, Q176B, Q177,
Q179, Q184, Q188, Q189, Q210, Q203, Q208, Q217, Q218, Q230, Q231, Q241, Q242, Q243, Q251,
Q252, Q255, Q256, Q263, Q272, Q274, Q276B, Q281, Q285, Q297, Q304, Q310, Q315B. Treasure
trove for the RPO collector. Glassines were priced to sell at over $400 by previous owner.
Accumulation of some 27 covers and cards (including 13 registered covers) all collected for Western

172 RPO cancels. Range from George V to QE2 with some duplication. RPO's include: W15A, W25,

£50

£50

W77, W89, W91, W96, W102, W109B, W115, W138, W140, W141D, W145B, W158, W169, W179,
W196, W197, W204. Some faults but most appear fine.

EARLY FLAG AND MACHINE CANCELS (see also lots 257, 300, 353, 354, 363)
Small group of six early flag and machine cancel covers. Comprising; 1902 card from Montreal to

173 London franked with 2 cent red Numeral tied by Montreal M6 machine cancel (E indicia), 1901 corner
advertising cover from Toronto to Sault Ste Marie franked with 2 cent red Numeral tied by Toronto
type 10-1 Exposition flag cancel, 1900 cover from Montreal to Brentford, England franked with 2 cent
red Numeral tied by Montreal type 8 flag cancel (indicia A) , 1899 corner advert cover from Montreal
to London Ont franked with 2 cent purple Numeral tied by Montreal type 8 flag cancel (no indicia),
1897 letter from Ottawa to Toronto franked with 2 cent Jubilee and 1 cent Small Queen tied by Ottawa
type 4 - 6 Diamond Jubilee flag cancel and 1897 Corned Beef advertising cover from Montreal to
Coteau Landing franked with 3 cent Small Queen tied by Montreal type 7 flag cancel. Some of the
covers have edge/ opening faults but mainly fine to very fine and a nice lot of cancels.

£40

174 1896 to 1902 small selection of 8 covers and cards all having Montreal flag or early machine cancels.

£18

Some minor faults but mostly fine.

Pair of items with Montreal type 1 flag cancels, comprising; type UX11 postcard mailed to Peterboro

175 Ont, JUL 3 1897 with flag cancel indicia D and stationery envelope type U7 with flag cancel type 1

£12

indicia E dated AUG 26 1896 but not addressed. Minor stains on card but o/w very fine. Nice pair.
1897 (20 APR) 2 cents UPU card (type UX4) used from Montreal to Edinburgh with Montreal flag

176 type 1 with E indicia. Very fine.

£7

18
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177 1897 (21 MAY) 2 cent orange UPU card (type UX 15) with large part of Montreal flag cancel type

£15

1 (B indicia) mailed to St Albans in England and then forwarded to Bognor, Sussex. Front has part
St Albans duplex cancel of 30 MAY. Fine.

178 Three Montreal Imperial flags: F1.5, die D on Canada Post Card, acknowledgement notice from
Office of the Thomas Davidson Mfg Co Ltd, AUG 4/19-0/1896 to Belleville, Ont.; F1.6, die E on
Canada Post Card, notice of meeting from Montreal Corn Exchange, AUG 4/12-0/1896 to City; F1.7,
die F on 3c SQ cover JUN 9/10-0/1897 to Sherbrooke, P.Q. b/s. Fine condition.

£8

Five Montreal Imperial flags (F1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.7 & indistinct) on creased Canada Post Cards/covers,

179 incl: 2c & 3c SQ on tatty & opened out MONTREAL POLICE DEPARTMENT DETECTIVE

BUREAU cover, JUN 1/22-0/1897, F1-3, die B to Stalybridge, England; 1c Canada Post Card
uprated by 1c SQ, OCT 12/16-0/1896, F1.7, die F to Plymouth, England, forwarded in Plymouth;
reduced front to London England with 10c SQ, MAR 9/18-0/1897, indistinct F1 obliterator.

£12

180 Two Ottawa Imperial flags: F1.9 on roughly opened Dunbar Hudson, Confederation Life Association

3c SQ cover, OCT 17/5-blank/1896 (odd time-mark) to Clarence, Ont. F1.10 on creased Jubilee
Canada Post Card, dated & mailed Kingston partial Sq Circle 24 Aug to Ottawa rec’d AU 25,
Forwarded SEP 1/5-0/1897 Flag F1.10 to Boston Mass. machine receiver No 2, Sep 2/8-PM/1897.

£7

Montreal Imperial Victoria Jubilee flag cancel 4.7 [7 stroke, hub X], on cover with pair 1c Jubilee,

181 JUL 2/11-0/1897 to City, b/s Jul 2 & 17mm carrier mark NN/JY2/97 on back. Back torn but o/w very
fine. Uncommon cancel, used only 3 weeks

£50

182 Three Montreal Bickerdike Type 7 flag cancels: 7.4 on stained and roughly opened 3c Jubilee cover,

SEP 14/15-0/1897 to Fredericton NB, b/s sq circ Sep 15; 7.7 on 3c leaf cover, MAR 20/19-0/1898 to
Oromocto NB, indistinct b/s and Fredericton transit, MR 21; 7.8 on 1c leaf Canada Post Card, printed
notice from JA Mathewson & Co, Importers and Wholesale Grocers, JAN 21/22-0/1898 to City.
Latter two are fine.

Six different Toronto Bickerdike Type 7 cancels on 1c Canada Post Cards (5) & a roughly opened 3c
Jubilee cover, SEP 27/10-0/1897 Die C, to Parry Sound, b/s; SEP 16/11-0/1897 Die A to Hamilton,
183 creased, b/s and H/SP16/5 carrier mark; OCT 18/23-0/1897 Die B to Berlin, b/s; JAN 5/16-0/1898
Die D to Winnipeg has file holes and 1/JA 10/98 carrier mark; AUG 17/19-0/1897 Die E Bank of
Hamilton, to Hamilton, b/s and H/AU 18/1 carrier mark; SEP 9/18-0/1897 Die F fraternal notice to
Lancaster, with file holes.

184 Six different Toronto Bickerdike Type 8 cancels on 1c leaf Canada Post Cards 1898-1901. All

£15

£15

local/Ont. No b/s. One has 23 - “S” time-mark (Semi = half hour?). One each of indicia A through F.
Condition generally fine.

£15

Flag cancellations: nice group of six type 8 Toronto flag cancels showing the six different indicia A
185 through F all on cover. Includes nice Map stamp cover with indicia D. minor edge faults on a few
from rough opening but o/w fine.

£40

Six different Montreal Bickerdike Type 8 unlettered flag cancels (one each of dies 1 to 6) on 3c/2c
186 numeral covers, dated 1898/99 to A B Wilmot, (barrister) in Fredericton (one to Chatham). All are
roughly opened on left but well away from cancels.
Hamilton Bickerdike poor Type 8 flag, DEC 9/19-0/”01”, on small, 2c Numeral cover, (made by JG
187 Cloke, Stationer - Hamilton), with letter enclosure, to Caroline Crauford, Craufurdland Castle,
Kilmarnock, b/s, Scotland from her cousin, Emily Gentley?, Reference to Boer War: “How dreadfully the war in Africa drags on. I think Kitchener a wonderful man and have no doubt he will bring
things to a happy end for us”. Also refers to visit of Prince and Princess of Wales. Envelope has been
roughly opened at the back but o/w very fine and nice historical letter.

188 1901 (4 JUN) mourning cover mailed from Toronto to Goderich. Franked with 2 cent red Numeral
tied by nice strike of the Toronto Exposition flag cancel type 10 -1 , indicia A. Fine Goderich
squared circle receiver on reverse. Fine.

£15

£8

£15
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189 1901 (4 JUN) Dominion Bank corner advertising letter mailed from Toronto to Nova Scotia. Franked

£15

with 2 cent Numeral tied by very fine strike of the Toronto Exposition flag - type 11 -2 with C indicia.
Very fine.

190 Toronto Bickerdike Expo flag cancel 11.2 Die C, AUG 30/14-0/01, on pair 1c Numerals cover to
Amherstburgh, Ont, b/s AU 31. Very fine. Estimate at reserve.

£20

Toronto Bickerdike Expo flag cancel 12.1 Die D, JUN 3/15-0/01, on 1c leaf Canada Post Card of The

191 American Fire Insurance Co., to Owen Sound. File holes o/w fine. Estimate at reserve.

1901 (21 MAY) 2 cent QV postal stationary envelope showing superb strike of the Toronto Exposi-

192 tion flag cancel type 12 - 1 indicia D on preprinted envelope to Montreal. Very fine.

£15

£15

1901 (20 AUG) 1 cent QV postcard mailed from Toronto to Bowmanville showing very fine strike

193 of the Toronto Exposition flag cancel type 12 - 2 (indicia E) Very fine.

£15

Toronto Bickerdike Expo flag cancel 12.2 Die E, SEP 4/11-S/01 (S = Semi = half hour?) on 1c Leaf

194 Canada Post Card of The Ontario Rubber Co to Cobourg. No b/s. Very fine.

£24

Toronto Bickerdike Expo flag cancel 12.3 Die F, AUG 28/11-S/01 (S = Semi = half hour?) on 1c Leaf

195 Canada Post Card to Barrie, b/s. Uncommon personal use of Canadian Bank of Commerce card. Very

£24

fine.

196 1901 (18 MAY) 2 cent blue UPU postcard (type UX21) mailed from Toronto to Leeds, England
showing a very fine strike of the Toronto Exposition flag cancel type 12 - 3 - indicia F. Fine.

£15

Montreal Bickerdike machine type M6, die D late date OCT 30/18-0/”02” cancels 2c Numeral on The

197 Merchants Bank of Canada embossed flap, cover to Amherstburg, Ont, b/s OC 31. Very fine.

£28

Montreal Bickerdike machine type M6, die E early date MAR 10/19-0/”02” cancels 2c Numeral on

198 The Colonial Press Publishers, New York, corner cover to Mitchell, Ont, b/s MR 11. Very fine.

£28

Four 1c Leaf Canada Post Cards with Montreal Bickerdike machine type M6, dies A, F, F and

199 indistinct, latter with odd 12-S time-mark (Semi = half hour?). Very fine.

£10

Two Ottawa Bickerdike machine type M4 cancels: JAN 18/7—0/”01” on 2c Postal Stationery printed
envelope to Public School Board, City Hall, Ottawa. OCT 13/3—0/1898 (odd time-mark) and on 3c
200 Numeral printed cover to The Secretary, Two Friends Mine, Limited Liability, P.O. Box 742,
Vancouver BC, b/s split circle OC 18. Minor edge faults and creases but overall fine.

£8

1899 (15 AUG) advertising cover from Anglo- Saxon Tea mailed from Ottawa to Camden New
Jersey. Franked with 2 cent on 3 cent overprint (SG 172, UCS 88) tied by Ottawa machine cancel type
M5. Light central filing fold but o/w very fine.

£6

1897 (31 MAR) Canadian Bank of Commerce cover from Montreal to St Andrews NB franked with
3 cent Small Queen tied by Montreal machine cancel type M3(b). Scarce cancel only used between
30 March and 6 April 1897. Few small stain spots on cover do not detract.

£36

201

202

203 1897 (FEB 16 and FEB 25) Pair of covers mailed to the Bank of Nova Scotia in St Andrews N.B.

Both franked with 3 cent Small Queens and both showing very fine strikes of the Montreal machine
cancel type M1(b). Very fine.

1902 (FEB 4) letter from Toronto to Dublin, Ireland sent 'via New York' and franked with 2 cent
204 Numeral in red tied by Toronto M6 machine cancel die D. This cancel is only known used on just two
days - 3rd and 4th Feb 1902. Very fine strike.

£12

£44

20
LOT
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205 1918 two domestic covers franked with 3 cent brown Admiral showing flag slogan cancels type 37-9

£4

and 37-10 from Toronto and Vancouver respectively. Minor edge wear and Vancouver cover has been
reduced at left but o/w fine.

FANCY CANCELS
206 Small selection of five fancy crown cancels comprising; Ottawa crown on 5 cent RLS, BC crown on

3 cent SQ, fancy cork crowns on 1 cent and 3 cent SQ's and Crown seal on 1 cent Jubilee. Very fine
strikes and a nice lot.
Small selection of crown cancels comprising; Ottawa crown cancels on 12 1/2 cent Large Queen, 3

207 cent Small Queen and 20 cent Jubilee plus BC crown on 15 cent Large Queen in dull grey purple.

£30

£32

Suspect at least one of the Ottawa crowns in a fake but very fine strikes and a nice lot for the fancy
cancel collector.
Album page of some 30 fancy cancels. Most are on Small Queens but two nice Large Queen stamps
208 and a 7 cent Tercentenary stamp of 1908. Most are geometric types but we note a Bogey Head, an
Intaglio 'M', several stars, crosses, crossroads and cogwheels. Condition varies but most of the cancels
are vf and a nice lot of these.

£40

Stockcard with 3 cent Large Queen (rounded corner) and range of 1 cent and 3 cent Small Queens all

209 with 'Leaf' fancy cancels. Nine stamps in total and some very fine strikes here with a good range of
the fancy leaf types.

210 Two Small Queen covers mailed from Orillia (single rate 1880 to Toronto and triple rate 1881 to

Toronto) showing different fancy cancels; Lacelle types 675 'O' and 1489 radial cogwheel type.
Covers have minor edge faults but cancels are fine.
1880 cover from Napanee (JU 9) to Madoc, Ont franked with 3 cent Small Queen (appears slightly

£20

£15

211 oxidised) tied by fancy 'O' cancel - Lacelle type 672. Fine.

£12

Cover and card both showing fancy cancels. Cover from Ottawa (SP 9 1879) with typical Ottawa grid
212 cancel on 3 cent Small Queen. Also postcard from London East to Toronto (My 18 1883) showing
late re-cut state of London East 'L' cancel (Lacelle type 563, D267) Cover has minor faults but nice
cancels.

£8

Small group of 8 fancy letter cancels all on 3 cent Small Queens. We note the following Lacelle types

213 240 (A), 237 (A), 256 (AP), 399 (EM), 404 (EP), 406 (EW) 925 (YK) and 914 (X). Strikes are
generally good to fine.

1904 (DEC 30) letter from Esquimalt BC to Hayling Island in England. Franked with 2 cent Edward
214 tied by very fine strike of the BC Crown cancel (Lacelle type 1291). Partial arrival b/s dated 15 JAN
1905. Very fine and scarce to find this fancy cancel on cover so nice.

£30

£44

Crown cancels: two copies of the 2 cent Edward one showing the Ottawa Crown cancel (scarce used

215 so late) and the other the BC crown. A very nice pair. F-vf.

£40

NUMERAL CANCELS
Album page containing a range of 4 ring numeral cancels. Most on 5 cent Beavers but note one on
216 Large Queen and one on Small Queen. Numbers are 11, 18, 20, 23, 25, 31, 38, 45 and 47 ( latter on
pair and single of 5 cent beaver). Strikes generally fine or better. nice lot.

£36

217 Small selection of 4 ring numeral cancels on Cents stamps, comprising; 23, 25, 29 and 37 all on 5

£24

cent Beavers plus 34 on 1 cent. Fine to very fine strikes.

Small selection of 2 ring numeral cancels on Large and Small Queens, comprising; 3, 6, 7 (2), 10 in

218 blue, 11 (2) , 40 (stamp damaged) , 47 and 58. Strikes are good to fine throughout - see illustration.

£24

21
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STREET CANCELS (see also lot 230)
Small selection of 10 covers and cards all franked with Street Cancels. Including; two cards with
Bleecker St squared circle cancels, letter to New York from Toronto Riverside Branch showing year
219 error (86 for 98), St Catherine Street West Montreal cds, Carleton Street Toronto duplex, St
Catherine Street Montreal cds, St Catherine Street Centre Montreal duplex, Toronto S depot, Spadina
Avenue duplex and Peter Street duplex. Condition varies but many fine or better.

£75

1899 (3 OCT) registered letter mailed from Parliament Street Toronto (free strike of cds on front) to

220 Muskoka. Franked with 5 cent Numeral and 2 cent Maple Leaf stamps paying the 7 cents rate. Minor

£15

edge faults from opening o/w very fine.
1899 (5 MAY) registered letter sent from H.L. Hart the early stamp dealer in Halifax NS to New

221 Bedford Mass. Cover is a 2 cent PSE which has been uprated with 2 cent purple Numeral and 3 cent

£15

Jubilee stamps to make the 7 cents rate. All tied by fine strikes of Gottingen Street, Halifax cds. Very
fine.
1912 (4 SEP) postcard (of the Valley of the Ten Peaks , Laggan) mailed from Fraser Avenue in

222 Vancouver to Monifieth in Scotland. Franked with 2 cent Admiral tied by bar cancel with free strike
of the Fraser Avenue split ring (one of the scarcer Street cancels). The message speaks of a delay in
the Rockies of 1 1/2 days after the railway line was washed away for about 150 yards! Very fine.

£12

Street Cancel - fine strike of the scarce Vancouver East End Branch (SP 24 97 split ring) on 1 cent

223 Jubilee. Stamp has several faults but a scarce cancel.

£5

SQUARED CIRCLE CANCELS (see also lots 188, 238,355, 356, 357)
Duplicated collection of Squared Circle cancellations all from the Maritimes and Quebec Province
and all mounted on old album pages. Approx 260 stamps in the lot with a number of pairs or on piece.
224 Also includes six cards or covers. Thirty nine different towns represented with studies of four specific
towns arranged in date and time mark sequence, these being; Halifax (72 stamps with both hammers),
Truro (24 stamps) , St John (49 stamps with all three hammers) and St. Hyacinthe (16 stamps). Lots
of nice strikes here. HEAVY LOT

£120

225 Duplicated collection of Squared Circle cancellations all of the thin bar type and all mounted on old
album pages. Approx 150 stamps here from 13 towns. Includes studies of two specific towns which
are arranged in date and time mark sequence, these being: London (40 stamps) and Ottawa (61
stamps). Once again some very nice strikes here.
1897 (SP 14) private post card from S.E. Hick, Dispensing Chemists of Paris Ont mailed to

226 Philadelphia. Franked with 1 cent Small Queen which is tied by a superb strike of the Paris, Ont

£50

£24

squared circle with 'B' indicia. Philadelphia receiver on the front. Scarce cancel and very fine.

227 1899 mourning cover from Beaverton Ont to Michigan showing very fine free strike of the Beaverton
Squared circle type 1 on the front.

£8

228 1897 (30 AUG) cover from Annapolis N.S. to Clemensport N.S. franked with three copies of the 1

cent Diamond Jubilee stamp all tied by fine strikes of the Annapolis squared circle cancel. Minor
edge faults from opening but o/w very fine.

£30

DUPLEX CANCELS
229 Collection of 19 Victorian and Edwardian covers and cards all showing Ottawa '1' duplex cancels

from three different time periods of use (types DOM 1208, 1208A and 1208B). Various time marks
including some scarce ones. Condition varies but most fine.

£10

22
LOT
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Accumulation of duplex cancels on cover, card and stamps all mounted on album pages. Lot includes
8 covers or cards and 15 pairs, strips or blocks of stamps plus a few single stamps. All are from the
230 QV era apart from one Edward VII card. We note duplex cancels from Brockville, Cayuga, Halifax,
Moncton, Kingston, Port Arthur, Prescott, Montreal, Montreal Station B, Ottawa, Peterboro, St
Catherines, Stratford, Strathroy, St. John, Toronto Spadina Ave, Windsor and Winnipeg. Condition
is generally fine with some nice strikes included.

£30

WESTERN CANCELS
Two letter Bills with BC cancels. 1889 bill with cancels of Ashcroft and Ashcroft Station and second

231 also from 1889 with cancels from Ashcroft Station and Clinton BC. Few pin holes, creases etc but

£15

overall very fine for age.
Group of seven Edward VII era postcards all collected for Western postmarks. We note; St. Louis

232 Sask, Dundurn Sask, Port Hammond BC, Shawinigan Lake BC, Kuroki Sask, Carmangay Alta ,

£36

Brandon Hills Man and Ninga Man (last two on one card). All fine to very fine.

MARITIME PROVINCES CANCELS
Small accumulation of 11 covers and cards 1878 - 1948 all with New Brunswick postmarks. Better
233 include UX2 card 1878 St. Stephen cds with segmented cork; 1931 St John Sub no 5 to USA; St.
Quentin 1935 s/r COD/OHMS cover and 1948 redirected St. John registered cover. Few faults but
most look fine or better.

£8

Small group of five covers and cards all QV era with Nova Scotia postmarks. We note Barton,

234 Harbour au Bouche, Port Hood, River John and Tangier. Few minor faults on covers etc but mostly

£3

decent strikes.

SUNDRY CANCELS
235

Small collection of some 50+ stamps and 29 covers/ cards/ fronts all collected to show unusual
postmark indicia. The stamps range from Small Queens through to Quebec Tercentenary period and
the postmarks shows letter, numeral, combination and even vertical indicia on postmarks. Some
duplication but an unusual lot and good basis for a display. Ex Hollingsworth. Condition is mostly
fine to very fine with some superb cancels.

236 1912 (DEC 24) postcard mailed within Toronto with colour 'Happy Xmas' message franked with 1
cent Admiral tied by the scarce 3 ring Toronto Station E orb cancel. Fine.

£40

£20

1910 (MAR 12) letter from Toronto to London, Ont franked with 2 cent Edward tied by very fine

237 strike of the 3 ring orb cancel from Toronto Station C. Cover has minor edge faults from opening but
o/w fine.

£4

Four copies of the 1 cent green Edward VII stamp used to recreate a full strike of the rare nude

238 Squared Circle cancel, more usually to be found on QV Numeral issue stamps. The cancel is
believed to have been used as a precancel. Unusual.

£6

23
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POSTAL STATIONARY
POSTCARDS - CANADA
Selection of eight domestic postcards (all type UX1 or UX 2) in date range 1875 - 1881. Range of

239 shades and paper stocks and cancels. Note three with pre-printed message sides. One card has filing

£20

holes but o/w very fine condition.
circa 1880 postcard (type UX2) mailed from Guelph to Toronto. Card shows partial plate number
(22) at upper left. Very scarce.

£20

1877 postcard type UX2 mailed from Chambley Station (?) to Guernsey in the Channel Islands. No
241 indication of any additional stamp ever having been applied and appears to have passed through the
mails without comment. (Note postcard rate to the UK was 2 cents and there was no printed matter
rate prior to 1878). Very unusual. Some ageing.

£8

242 1883 - 1894 trio of UPU postcards (type UX4) all mailed from Canada to Germany with receiving

£20

240

postmarks on front. Variety of paper/ card types. Fine to very fine.

243 1892 (26 MAY) UPU postcard (type UX4) mailed from Montreal to Denmark. Fine and unusual
destination.

£15

1889 (1 JUL) UPU postcard (type UX4) mailed from Woodstock Ont (duplex cancel) to South

244 Wales, 'England' (sic) Very fine and unusual destination - indeed given the address it is a wonder

£15

it got there!

245 1885 UPU 2 cent postcard (type UX4) used from Hamilton (AUG 10) to Palermo in Italy. Scarce

£26

246 1891 UPU postcard type UX4 mailed from Victoria BC (MY 12) to UK. Very fine.

£5

destination and fine condition.

1890 postcard type UX7 mailed from Collingwood to Toronto and showing pronounced doubling

£6.50

1890 - 91 pair of postal stationary cards (type UX7) uprated with 1 cent Small Queen stamps and

£30

247 of the design in the right hand banner. Some ageing spots o/w fine.

248 mailed to Germany. Different shades and card stock. Nice pair in very fine condition and unusual
to see these uprated for UPU destination.
1889 (7 SEP) 1 cent postal stationary card (type UX7) pre-printed for use by the Canadian Mutual

249 Aid Association and mailed from Toronto to Lakefield Ont. Front carries fine strike of the straight

£10

line RPO cancel 'CAN. NATIONAL' in purple. Card has some ageing spots and is toned.
1895 (1 SEP) 1 cent postal stationary card (type UX11) uprated with 1 cent Small Queen and mailed
250 from Quebec (duplex cancel) to Austria. Light central crease and small tear at left but scarce
destination.
1896 one cent postcard type UX11 uprated with 1 cent Small Queen and mailed from Clearwater

251 Manitoba to Holland. Vlissingen receiver on front. Some ageing and minor stains but overall fine

£8

£12

and good destination.
Small group of four QV 1 cent postcards (CS type UX11). Three domestic and one to USA. Variety

252 of shades and cancels, including nice Hamilton flag. Very clean lot and vf condition.
1897 (1 AUG) 1 cent postal stationary card (type UX14a) with pre-printed advertising on the
message side for Niagara Falls with illustration of view of the falls from the Hotel LaFayette, mailed
253 from there to Germany via Toronto and London UK. Card has been uprated with 1 cent Small Queen
stamp for the UPU rate. Scarce UPU usage and very fine condition.

£10

£50

24
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254 Pair of 2 cent orange UPU postcards (type UX 15) used; one to the UK and the other to Germany.

£26

Fine condition.

255 1898 - 1902 pair of QV 1 cent postcards (type UX 17 and UX 19 message half only) both used locally
in Winnipeg and both showing Carrier handstamps. Very fine.

£7

1899 1 cent postcard (type UX 17) uprated with 1 cent Numeral stamp and mailed from Toronto (JUN

256 11 type 7 flag cancel) to Bergen in Norway. Scarce destination and fine condition.

£36

1899 (9 MY) 1 cent + 1 cent reply card (type UY19b) intact. Outward half cancelled with Toronto
flag cancel type 8 (C indicia). Addressed to Chatham, Ont. Reverse side has printed advertising for
257 books from the Toronto News Co. Ltd. Order form on reply side is unused. Very fine and scarce to
see intact.

£7

258

1898 2 cent orange postcard (type UX20) used from Desboro, Ontario (MY 24) to Bengal in India.
Front has additional cancels from Hamilton, Sea Post Office and Ranghi, India. Card is badly stained
at lower right but a scarce destination so early.

£20

Nice lot of six 1 cent red Edward VII CPR illustrated postcards. Featuring: Hot Springs Hotel,
Banff; Chalet Lake Louise; Chateau Frontenac (2 copies); Mount Stephen House and Place Viger
Hotel. Fine to very fine condition, all used.

£90

260 Group of four Canadian Pacific Railway Edward VII P23 postcards. All used. Hotel cards for Hot

£30

261 1 cent red Edward VII postcard with CPR illustrated advertising for the company hotel at Fraser

£50

262 Small group of five GTR railway illustrated advertising postcards (1 cent red Edward VII type).

£75

259

Springs Banff (CPR35), Lake Louise (CPR 36), Chateau Frontenac (CPR 38)and Place Viger
Montreal (CPR 44). Very fine.
Canon, North Bend BC (Webb CPR 39b). One of the rarest of the CPR cards and very fine condition
used to Wakefield, England.

Two are unused and three used with variety of sepia scenes including tour fishing, deer hunting, Lake
Rosseau and St Lawrence River. Fine to very fine condition.

Trio of Canadian Express Company advertising postcards (all 1 cent red Edward VII type) all with
263 different advertising (Webb types CEX 15, 15d and 16). The first two are used, the latter unused. The
CEX 16 type dates from 1913 (some three years after Edward VII died!) and is scarce (Cat $75+). A
nice trio in very fine condition.

£36

264 Pair of Dominion Express Company advertising postcards (1 cent red Edward VII type) both used,
one from 1905 the other from 1912. Latter has central filing crease but o/w fine to very fine.

£15

Pair of 1 cent red Edward VII postcards with illustrated advertising for the Hospital for Sick

265 Children in Toronto. Both used; one in 1906 the other in 1909 (latter has horizontal crease). Webb

types SKP23cS2 and S5. Cat $275 in 2001 and very rarely offered. Amongst the scarcest of the
Edwardian advertising cards. Fine to very fine.

266

Admiral UPU postcard 6 cents on 2 cents overprint (type UX36) - used example mailed from Notre
Dame de Lourdes, Manitoba to Switzerland in June 1922. Card has central filing crease. Lot also
includes a second copy of the card used within Canada on first flight from Fort St John to Gold Bar
in 1937. Latter is very fine. Cat $575

£90

£80

POSTCARDS - NEWFOUNDLAND
Newfoundland 1884 2c UPU postcard (type UX4, Webb P4) Blackhead Feb 19 to New York USA no

267 receiver, via St. John's Feb 23. The card was written at Western Bay on February 12. Very fine.

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1893 QV UPU postcard (type UX4, Webb P4) used from Hearts Content to

268 England (dated Jan 9 1893). Very minor ageing spots but o/w very fine.

£20
£12
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269 Newfoundland 1895 2c UPU postcard (type UX4, Webb P4) St John's Aug 10 to Certinje Montene-

£50

gro unclear receiver, via London August 22. Very fine and a most unusual destination!

270 Newfoundland 1900 2c UPU postcard (type UX4, Webb P4) French Vice Consul St John's Feb 24
to Brussels Belgium Mar 9, via Liverpool Ship March 8. Brussels receiver on front. Very fine.

£44

ENVELOPES - CANADA
1898 (5 NOV) 1 cent postal stationary envelope (type U9) mailed from Halifax NS to New York.

271 Mailed at Printed Matter rate. Very fine.

£5

Small study group of the Edward VII 1 cent postal stationary envelopes (type U15) written up on

272 album pages and showing the different dies. Comprises 4 used and 1 unused copy and includes

£6

example of die 2 envelope with flaw. Fine to very fine.
Small study group of the Edward VII 2 cent red postal stationary envelopes, comprising 11 envelopes

273 (7 used and 4 unused) showing the different dies. All written up on album pages. Includes two copies

£30

(1 used, 1 unused) of the scarce die 6. Fine to very fine throughout.

ENVELOPES - NEWFOUNDLAND
274 Newfoundland 1895 5c Postal Stationery Envelope type U2 St. John's Jan 23 to Zurich Switzerland
Feb 6 via Glasgow Feb 4. Very fine and scarce used.

£36

WRAPPERS AND POST BANDS - CANADA
Large specialised collection of post bands and wrappers from earliest types of 1875 to the final issue
275 in 1964. All mounted on album pages and includes many die and paper types with examples of
almost all catalogue listed types including the precancels. Most types are included both unused and
used and the study is a wonderful basis for a complete collection of these difficult to find items.
Condition is very fine throughout. Lot includes 76 bands and wrappers most of which are entires.
HEAVY LOT

£70

276 1893 style Special Order Letter Sheet type UD 1 used by the Canadian Pacific Railway for mailing

monthly statements of earnings. This example is entire and is on white laid paper mailed from
Montreal circa July 1895 to Hamburg in Germany. Very fine and rarely seen entire. (Webb type KL
51)

£30

1880 style regular issue post band (Webb type W1) with added bilingual headings and notations for

277 the Inland Revenue Canada/ Weights & Measures Service. 1 cent band entire unused (Webb type
DW1b) . Rarely seen item and very fine.

278 1903 style Edward VII wrapper (Webb type W8) 2 cent red value used to Syracuse New York and
entire. Minor edge wear but very scarce. (Valued by Webb in 2001 at $100).

£26
£30

Pair of 1903 style Edward VII wrappers with overprints - Webb types W10 and W11 showing 1 cent

279 on 2 cent and 1 cent on 3 cent. Both used to Somerville, Mass. Very scarce as entires properly used
to the USA. Little edge wear on the 3 cent wrapper but o/w very fine.

280 1939-40 style post band (type PB28) used within Winnipeg and showing OHMS perfins (4 hole).
Very unusual and first one we can recall seeing. Very fine. Webb cat $50+

£90
£20
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POSTAL HISTORY - MIXED AND BULK LOTS
281 Selection of eight private postcards all from the 1895 - 1909 period. Advertising ranges from grain
exporters, court correspondence, and journal subscriptions. All are franked with 1 cent stamps from
Small Queens to Edwards. Odd one has a stain but o/w fine or better.

£28

Selection of seven private post cards from the period 1896 to 1921. Advertising ranges from

282 manufacturing firms, publishing companies, and carpet shops. All are franked with 1 cent stamps

£24

Small group of six private post cards from period 1897 to 1932. Wide range of advertising from

£18

apart from 1921 card with 2 cent Admiral. Some of the cards have filing holes but o/w condition is
generally fine or better.

283 wallpaper to travelling salesmen and debt collections. All but one franked at 1 cent rate and all very
fine.

1903 - 1910 group of four illustrated advertising covers for exhibitions, comprising: 1907 cover

284 advertising Fredericton Exhibition, 1903 cover advertising Dominion Exhibition in Toronto, 1910

£60

cover advertising the Dominion Exhibition in St John N.B. by local grocers and 1904 cover
advertising the 4th Maritime Winter Fair in Amherst N.S. All franked with 2 cent Edwards . One of
the covers has been reduced at left but still a very colourful group in fine condition.

285 Small selection of six Edward VII period advertising covers all franked with 2 cent Edwards.

Comprises: 1910 cover advertising Smith & Smith Pianos and Organs, 1909 Dominion Blend Tea
cover, 1909 cover advertising Canadian Fairbanks Co Safes, 1909 cover advertising D.H. Dwyer Co
farm produce, 1909 front advertising Black & Co Wholesale Grocers of Truro N.S. and 1909 cover
advertising A. Ramsay & Son St Lawrence White Lead and Colour Works. Small faults on some but
overall fine and a colourful lot.

286 1910 trio of illustrated advertising covers (one a front only) comprising: cover from Ottawa to

Lyndhurst Ont advertising the Pedlar People (with invoice enclosed for sheet metal building
materials), cover from Halifax to Stewiacke N.S. advertising the Halifax Hotel and front from
Halifax to Cape Breton advertising Clayton & Sons works. All franked with 2 cent Edwards. Very
fine and colourful lot.
Selection of 16 fronts all franked with 2 cent Edwards and all advertising cover fronts. Wide

287 selection of adverts from Farm Implements to Hardware Stores. Few minor faults but generally fine

£36

£28

£26

and a bargain at………
Nice group of five Hotel Advertising covers comprising: 1905 cover advertising the Hotel Garner

288 in Chatham Ont (with enclosure), 1905 cover advertising the Russell House in Ottawa (complete
with enclosure on illustrated headed notepaper), 1906 cover advertising the Royal Hotel in Campbellton N.B. (complete with all over advertising on the back), 1905 cover advertising the Windsor
Hotel in Montreal and 1905 cover advertising the King Edward Hotel in Toronto. All are franked
with 2 cent Edwards. Condition fine to very fine and a super lot.
Group of five illustrated advertising covers all advertising the Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibitions. From the years 1903, 1905, 1907, 1909 (slightly reduced at left) and 1911. Franked with 2 cent
289 Edwards or 2 x 1 cent. Some minor edge faults but o/w fine to very fine and a very colourful lot
suitable for exhibition.

£85

£100

Bumper lot of 37 different advertising covers from the Edwardian era all franked with 2 cent
290 Edwards. Big range of advertising (see pictures for typical examples) with many very nice illustrated
types. Condition varies but majority are fine or better. Great lot to start a new collection.

£90

291 1906 four illustrated advertising covers from the Record Foundry and Machine Co of Moncton

£40

N.B. All show different advertising and all are franked with 2 cent Edwards. Some minor creasing
on one but o/w very fine and a nice start to an exhibit.

27
LOT

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

Small accumulation of 12 Edward VII period registered covers. Includes 8 covers franked at 7
cents rate; two with single 7 cent frankings and the others with variety of lower values making up
292 the rate (including one franked with 7 x 1 cent ). Also includes three covers franked at the 9 cents
double rate (all with 7 cent + 2 cent stamps) and a single 10 cent franking on a registered letter to
France which is unfortunately only a front (nonetheless very scarce!). Minor faults on a couple but
the rest are very fine. Huge catalogue value.

£150

Pair of Edward VII era permit mail envelopes. One features advertising for Cooked Ox Tongue

293 and the other for Sherwin Williams Paints. Both permits from Montreal; one in black the other in

£60

blue. Fine to very fine condition with only minor edge faults and rarely seen this nice from the
Edwardian era.
Small group of six covers all franked with 1 cent Edwards precancelled, comprising: N. Smith Mill
Supplies advertising price list franked with Toronto precancel type 5-89I; cover to the USA from
294 Montreal franked with precancel type 3 - 89 (scarce on cover); card franked with Toronto precancel
type 5-89I just tied by Paris receiver cds; large illustrated advertising cover from the Windsor
Supply Company franked with Windsor precancel type 1-89; cover to Philadelphia franked with
precancel type T-89 and unsealed envelope from Montreal franked with Montreal precancel type
2-89. Generally fine lot with few minor faults but scarce to find these on cover.

295 Small selection of six covers and cards from the 1904 - 1910 period all subject to postage due for

infringement of various postal regulations (although one appears to have been taxed incorrectly!).
Fully written up on album pages. Five are domestic with four having Postage Due stamps applied.
one is a card to the UK showing both Canadian and British Postage due handstamps. Fine lot.

£90

£40

296 Small accumulation of nine advertising covers (one is a front), many illustrated, from the period

1905 to 1913 all franked with 1 cent Edwards. Advertising for Wire Fence Company, Wool
Merchants, a business college, the Toronto Globe newspaper, Stoves, Chain Blocks, Cream
Separator and Sewing Machines, A very colourful lot in generally fie to very fine condition.

£70

Small accumulation of 10 patriotic postcards all franked with 1 cent or 2 cent Edwards. All fine

297 or better and a very colourful lot!

£50

Small group of five 5 cent Edward covers all mailed to European destinations. Comprising; 1909
letter from Montreal to Portugal, 1911 letter from Sanderville, Alberta to Switzerland, 1905 letter
298 from Gretna, Man to Italy, 1905 letter from Montreal to France and 1911 letter from St Rose Du
Lac in Manitoba to Germany. A couple have minor edge faults but most are very fine. Nice group
of covers. Cat $250

£100

Pair of Admiral Hotel advertising covers comprising; 1916 cover from Toronto to Montreal
299 franked with 2c+1c War Tax stamp in brown advertising the Walker House hotel (cover has all over
advertising on the reverse) and 1924 cover from Toronto to Scotland franked with 4 cent Admiral
advertising the King Edward hotel. Lot also includes a front mailed from Montreal to Carlisle
advertising the Windsor hotel in Montreal and franked with 4 cent Admiral. The two covers are fine
or very fine.
Group of five covers from 1917 all franked with 2c+ 1c War Tax brown stamps (type MR4) and all
300 showing flag cancels. We note types 27-01, 27-02, 23 - 06, 25- 03 and 36 - 02. Minor edge faults
on a couple but generally fine or better.

£15

£12

Selection of 14 covers and cards from period 1901 to 1937 all addressed to the UK. Note early
301 Hamilton machine cancel, Medallion issue post band and one NWT cover, also several with
machine cancels. Minor faults on some but overall fine.

£26

Selection of 8 registered covers from 1912 to 1948. Includes three Admiral covers to the UK or
302 Ireland with different frankings and three covers to the UK or USA with different 'PASSED FOR
EXPORT' cachets. Minor edge faults on some but generally fine or better and well worth inspecting.

£26

28
LOT

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

Selection of 7 covers and cards mailed from Canada to European destinations between 1919 and
1942. Includes nice entire to France from 1919 franked with 5 cent blue Admiral, 1924 card to
303 Switzerland franked at 6 cents rate, unusual 1925 letter to Zagreb franked at 7 cents and apparently
sent at printed matter rate and 1942 cover to Switzerland with Canadian censor label and red
'Coupon Reponse' cachet. Lot also includes a couple of meter mail covers. Odd minor edge fault but
mostly fine or better.
1920 - 1928 three Admiral covers from Guernsey Sask or Govan Sask all addressed to Aarhus in

304 Denmark. One franked at 6 cents, the other two at 8 cents including nice single franking 8 cent blue

£24

£30

cover. Fine to very fine.
Small group of six Special Delivery covers. Includes 1903 cover from Selkirk Man franked with

305 1898 type E1 (cover has some damage at bottom). Rest are all George VI to early QE2 era but all with

£40

different rates and frankings and a nice colourful lot. Apart from fault noted rest are all very fine.
Small group of seven first flight covers dating from 1928 (Montreal to Albany) to 1939 (Toronto to
306 Ottawa as part of first trans - Canada flight). Six different frankings including a nice 16 cent rate to
the UK from 1933. Good range of cachets and generally fine to very fine.
Small group of five covers and cards all showing use of the 1935 - 65 Postage Due stamps. Note PD

307 ratings of 2 cents , 4 cents (2 paid different ways), 8 cents and 10 cents. Generally fine or better. Nice

£12

£20

lot.
Small group of 10 AR cards from the period 1922 - 1927 showing different card printings. All are
308 used with Admiral frankings including single use of the 10 cent blue and brown, pair of 5 cent violet
and a couple with multiple 3 cent plus 1 cent frankings. Nice array of postmarks and all in very fine
condition. LOT BEING SOLD FOR ALZHEIMERS RESEARCH CHARITY - PLEASE BID
GENEROUSLY.

£30

Small accumulation of 13 covers, all franked with Special Delivery stamps. Range from 1920's

309 through to 1950's. A couple are philatelic in nature but majority are commercial. Condition varies but

£80

Trio of Medallion issue covers comprising: 4 cent used on FDC from Regina to Montreal, 5 cent
value used on letter from Toronto to Finland and 8 cent value used on first flight airmail cover from
310 Grand Falls to Bissett, Manitoba and onward to Oregon USA. Nice trio in very fine condition.

£15

some nice covers here and covers virtually all SD stamps from 1920's onward.

1935 trio of FDC's from the Silver Jubilee issue comprising; cover from St. John NB franked with 3
x 1 cent, Cover from London Ont franked with 2 x 2 cent and airmail cover from London to UK
311 franked with 10 cent value. Lot also includes a 3 cent cover on a letter sent from the Calgary
Stampede Post Office to California in 1937. All very fine.

£12

Selection of 7 covers and cards from the World War II period with various frankings from 3 cents to

312 30 cents. Includes coils, RPO postmark, one censored cover and a patriotic cover franked with

£16

Airmail stamp (UCS type C7). All are addressed to the UK. Some minor faults but mostly fine or
better.
Selection of 10 covers and cards all from World War II period and all mailed to the UK. Frankings
313 range from 2 cents to 6 cents and all show British octagonal 'Crown' Passed censor marks on front
with various code letters and numbers. Generally fine.

£22

Package containing around 50 covers and cards all franked with Cameo definitives (1962 issue) .
314 Examples of different rates, coils, combinations, foreign destinations etc with some duplication.
Condition varies but many fine or better. Could be a useful starter lot for a collection of this neglected
issue.

£8

315 Small group of some 14 modern covers and packets from Canada to the UK. Many registered and

AR included plus one Special Delivery. Big range of rates including $10.45, $12.40, $9.95, $14.05,
$2.64, $1.70, $7.65, $4, $19.65, $14.28, $11.10, $5.80, $7 (x 2 different frankings). Treasure trove
for the modern postal history collector. Fine or better.

£8

29
LOT

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

POSTAL HISTORY - PRE-STAMP AND STAMPLESS
316 1788 very early entire from Quebec to Montreal rated '9' in black mss and showing a fine strike of the

£130

Quebec bishop mark for 20 OCT 1788. Usual filing folds but a very nice early cover.

317 1831 October, cross border sfl from Kingston to Baltimore USA. No Canadian postage due as mailed

from exchange office (and has even escaped ferriage charges!) and then charged 25 cents (US) to
Baltimore which was prepaid. Filing crease but o/w fine.
1836 Stampless MONEY letter but not marked as such, rated 1N 6 m/s in black from FORT ERIE

318 12 APRIL 1836 manuscript postmark, all in black, to John H Dunn, Rec’r General, YORK.

£8

£34

Internally dated 8 April. Endorsed on back, from John Warren, Collector of Dues, Fort Erie, remitted
£24.10.0, rec’d & ack’d 14 instance. Very fine condition and nice combination of mss postmark and
unmarked Money Letter.

319 1839 Stampless letter, rated 7 m/s in black from CITY OF TORONTO, FE 1 1839 U. C. large double
ring to L Burwell Esq, BRANTFORD. No b/s. Letter from W C Keele relating to lands on Lake Erie:
lots 23, 24, 25 & 26 in the 4th Concession & lots 23, 24, 25 & 26 in the 3rd Concession. Light filing
folds but o/w very fine.

£8

1840 Stampless Money letter, rated Free m/s in black signed K Weeler, P.M, endorsed large M m/s

320 in red and Money in m/s from COLBOURNE under-inked red double ring, m/s dated AUG 25/40, to

Upper Canada Bible Society, Toronto. Slightly grubby & no b/s but o/w fine. From Rev W Reid
sending subscriptions and ordering bibles etc. Free Money letter signed by postmaster as a favour.
Unusual and probably against regulations!

321 1841 sfl from Three Rivers (SEP 16) to Kingston. Rated 11 (d) in mss in black. Light filing creases
o/w fine.

£36

£8

1843 - 1845 album page showing two entires from Quebec to New York (both from Kennedy

322 correspondence) with both showing fine strikes of the crowned circle 'PAID AT QUEBEC' mark.
Both entires have the usual filing creases but these do not detract from the overall appearance. Very
fine pair.
1844 entire from Brockville to Gananoque rated PAID 4 1/2 (d). Addressed to John McDonald the
first Prime Minister of Canada. At the time this letter was written he had been elected to the
323 Legislative Assembly as the representative for Kingston. Rather heavy filing creases but a nice
historical letter fully written up on album page.

£90

£14

1844 Stampless envelope, rated 4 ½ m/s in black, HAMILTON AUG 9 U.C. large single circle in red,

324 to R Ferguson, Barrister, TORONTO AU 10 1844 U.C. double split circle receiver on back. Signed
at lower left and annotated “Whyte’s Estate”. Fine.

325 1846 Stampless letter, rated postpaid 4 ½ in m/s, PAID h/s, TORONTO FE 24 1846 U.C. double split
circle to Thomas C Street, Niagara Falls, CHIPPAWA FE 27 1847 U.C. double split circle in blueish.
Details of loan and mortgage between business/legal/political associates and ref to late Samuel Street,
(postmaster d 1844). Fine

£8

£8

1846 Stampless letter, rated 1/1 ½ in m/s, Too Late italic h/s, TORONTO AP 17 1846 U.C. double

326 split circle to H Price MPP MONTREAL AP 21 1846 L.C. double split circle in red b/s. Request for
verification of 1833 ownership of land in Chinguacousy Township, Peel Co., lately owned by the
McCullock family, half of lot 15, 3rd Concession west of Hurontario St. 8 lines of detailed measurements. Central filing fold and some small rust spots. Small tear at top right corner does not detract. .

327

1847 CROSS-BORDER Stampless letter, rated PAID h/s in red, NEW YORK 28 JUL 10cts in red (to
the border), rated 4 ½ m/s in black to John Bell, King Street, TORONTO JY 31 1847 U.C. double split
circle receiver on front. Acknowledges receipt of draft. Given rating must have passed from the border
to Toronto via Lake Ontario steamer. Fine condition.

£26

£26

30
LOT

DESCRIPTION

ESTIMATE

328 1848 Stampless letter, rated 9 m/s in black, RALEIGH MY 6 1848 U.C. double split circle in red,

£8

to Messers Bell & Crauthen, smudged TORONTO MY 8 1848 U.C. double split circle receiver on
back. Indistinct transit ?London in red. Filing folds and some edge wear but o/w fine.

329 1848 sfl from Toronto (JY 14) to Grimsby, Ont prepaid and rated 7 in red mss. Appears to have been
charged to an account holder at the Post Office. Backstamps of Hamilton (JY 14) and Grimsby (14
Jy in mss). Fine.

330 1848 entire from Grenville to Montreal rated PAID 4 1/2 (d). Addressed to Lord Elgin, the

£8

£14

Governor General. Light filing crease and fine condition.

331 1849 Stampless letter, rated 7 m/s in black, COBOURG OCT 12 1849 U.C. double split circle in

red, to Messers Bell & Crauthen, TORONTO OC 13 1849 U.C. double split circle receiver on back.
From Sheriff’s Office, refers to fees incurred in a case. Very fine.

£9

332 1850 sfl from Cobourg (MY 4) to Cornwall U.C. Nice Cobourg split ring cancel on front with PAID

handstamp and 11 1/2 (d) rate in mss all in red. Reverse carries datestamps of Kingston (MY 5) and
Cornwall (MY 5) both in red. Postage was charged to Box 65 (County Clerk's Office). Light central
filing fold but o/w very fine and complete with full write up.

£12

333 1855 stampless cover mailed from Montreal (MR 9 PAID tombstone cancel in red) to New York.

£30

Front carries two different PAID handstamps in red and also 6d in circle rate handstamp in red. Very
fine.

334 1855 (12 DEC) sfl Toronto to Bytown with large '3' handstamp in black. Very fine.
1856 Stampless manila envelope plastered with markings, rated 9 m/s, R & m m/s in dark red &
PAID h/s in red, endorsed Registered Box 2057 & Money all in black m/s, REGISTERED h/s in
335 black, from LONDON /JA28 1856/ U.C. double split circle to Court of Probate,
TORONTO/JAN/29/C.W. 32mm single circle b/s. Roughly opened from the bottom with some
damage to back flap, with notes on inside flap & endorsements on front. Early example of
Registered mail still showing some Money Letter markings as well and nice example of the 10
pence rate all paid in cash.

336 1857 stampless folded letter from Quebec (APR 5) to Montreal. Very fine large single ring Quebec
datestamp on front in red with matching PAID 3 handstamp. Reverse carries Montreal receiver on
Apr 6. Very fine.

£22

£30

£8

337 1858 miniature envelope mailed from Cobourg (large MAR 18 cds) to Wisconsin. Front has fine

£30

338 1861 Boxed CLD (Crown Lands Dept) FREE cancel on Outer Wrapper Quebec Aug 20 to

£30

strike of the CANADA 10 CENTS in oval exchange marking applied at Windsor, Ont. Faint b/s
from Windsor on reverse. Very nice cross border cover.

Etobicoke CW unclear date via Islington Aug 23 (manuscript date).No content. CLD handstamp is
Jarrett type 1539. Usual filing folds but o/w fine and rarely seen official free cancel.

339 1862 transatlantic sfl mailed from Montreal (OC 2 tombstone cancel in red) to London, England
(OC 16 receiver in red on front). Very fine strike of the PAID 6d Stg handstamp in italics in red.
(type E01). Very fine condition and a most attractive transatlantic cover.

£30

340 1863 Legislative Assembly Crown Parliament Letter signed R Bell MPP. Ottawa Oct 6 to Melbourne CE Oct 7 via RPO Quebec & Richmond G.T.R. WAY / No.2. code "A" OCT 6 (QC-424
was Q-222) & Quebec Oct 6. nice strike of the Legislative Assembly cancel in red on front. minor
edge faults but o/w fine.

£32

1863 Legislative Assembly Crown on Letter signed R Bell MPP. Ottawa Oct 2 to Melbourne CE

341 Oct 3 via RPO Quebec & Richmond G.T.R. WAY / No.2. code "UP" OCT 26 (type QC-424 was

Q-222) and Quebec Oct 2. Strike of Legislative Assembly cancel in red on front. Some edge faults
from rough opening.

£30

31
LOT

DESCRIPTION

342 1869 stampless cross border letter mailed from Montreal (OC 30) to Vermont. Front shows a late

ESTIMATE
£8

use of the Montreal PAID tombstone cancel . Letter was initially rated '3' in mss but this was
overwritten with a bold '6' (cents) in red mss once the clerk realised the letter was bound for the
USA. Fine condition.
1891 House of Commons FREE Parliament Cover Ottawa Jan 27 to Peterborough Ont Jan 28.

343 House of Commons CDS is Daniel Davis type CP-17. Facsimile signature is of Martin Griffin PL

£26

(Parliamentary Librarian?). Some edge faults from rough opening but o/w fine.
1912 (11 OCT) large letter mailed registered from the Department of Agriculture in Ottawa to

344 Texas. Unusual example of a Free rated registered letter with very fine strike of the Ottawa

£8

Free keyhole cancel. Some minor edge faults but o/w fine.

POSTAL HISTORY - CANADA: QUEEN VICTORIA ERA ( see also lot 31)
1873 (SEP 20) registered letter from Kincardine, Ont to Toronto charged at double rate with 6
345 cents and 2 cents Small Queens (both perf 11 1/2 x 12) tied by smudged cork cancels paying the
postage and registration fee. Very fine.

346 1882 Half cent Small Queen stamp used on an undated cover to Moncton N.B. paying the circular
rate. Very fine condition. SG 101, CS 34 Cat $300 for single use on cover.

£24

£40

1886 letter from Winnipeg to Minnesota USA franked with a 10 cent Small Queen in magenta
347 plus a pair of 3 cent Small Queens and a pair of 1 cent Small Queens all perf 12. Stamps are all
tied by Winnipeg cds cancels (16 SEP 86). Stamps pay the 18 cents rate (six times letter rate).
Cover has a small stain at top right well away from stamps otherwise fine to very fine and a rare
three colour franking from this period.

£100

1890's letter from Montreal to New Jersey franked with a single copy of the 10 cent Small Queen
348 in the rose carmine shade tied by Montreal duplex. The stamp probably overpays the triple letter
rate by 1 cent. The addressee, H.E. Deats, was a prominent early stamp collector. Minor edge
wear but o/w fine and a rare example of a single use 10 cents Small Queen cover.

£90

349 1892 illustrated advertising cover from St. Henry, Montreal to New York (9SP 92). Franked

£50

350 1893 Registered cover mailed from Morrisburg to Toronto and franked with 5 cent RLS and 3

£12

with 3 cent Small Queen in vermilion tied by St Henry cds. Advertising for 'Helpmate' sewing
machine. Cover also has 'All over' advertising on reverse. Superb condition and very attractive.
cent SQ tied by 'R' in ovals. Few rust spots but good appearance.

1895 registered letter from Montreal to Knowlton (Dec 95) franked with a 10 cent Small Queen

351 in salmon pink shade plus a 1 cent Small Queen. Both stamps have been cancelled by pen cross.

£80

Stamps pay the 11 cents rate for a double weight registered letter (6 cents postage plus 5 cents
registration). 10 cents stamp has a small edge fault prior to being affixed to letter o/w very fine
and unusual franking.
1897 illustrated advertising cover mailed from Toronto to London, Ontario. (JAN 18 97).

352 Franked with 3 cent Small Queen in vermilion tied by 3 ring Toronto 'orb' cancel. Advertising for

£50

R.S. Williams & Sons Pianos and Church Pipe Organs. Superb condition and very attractive.
1897 illustrated advertising cover for J.H. Wilson hardware Merchants mailed from Montreal

£10

353 (13 May) to Coteau Landing. Franked with 3 cent Small Queen tied by very fine strike of Imperial
flag type 1-7 (F die). Some small staining on cover but overall very fine and attractive cover.
1897 (SEP 6) 5 cent Jubilee stamp used on cover from Toronto (type 7 Flag cancel) to

354 Milwaukee. Very fine but franking may well be philatelic as rate was 3 cents per oz. Nonetheless,

£65

scarce stamp on cover Cat $125.
1897 (date unclear) pink advertising cover for The Supreme Court, Independent Order of

355 Foresters mailed from Toronto to Merthyr Tydfil in Wales and franked with 5 cent Jubilee stamp
tied by Toronto squared circle cancel. Paying UK rate of 5 cents per half ounce. Minor opening
faults at top but o/w very attractive and fine. Cat $125

£34

32
LOT
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356 1897 (NO 16) private post card advertising the Erie Iron Works Co of St Thomas, Ontario mailed

£16

from there to Armadale, Franked with 1 cent Small Queen tied by very fine strike of the St Thomas
squared circle. Front also has free strike of Toronto split ring. Very fine.
1898 (17 JUL) cover from Hall & Fairweather of Saint John NB mailed to Sussex N.B. franked with
3 cent Maple Leaf stamp (last official day of use as the 3 cent Numeral had been issued this same
day). Stamp is tied by St. John squared circle cancel. Very fine.

£15

358 1898 (4 AUG) USA 1 cent postal stationary card used from Canada (Bethel Ont) and thus over-

£3

1899 (21 APR) letter mailed from Bloomfield, Ont to Toronto franked with 5 cent Maple Leaf

£5

357

stamped with 1 cent Maple Leaf stamp. Mailed to Lake Placid, New York (scene of a later film).
Fine and unusual.

359 stamp. This was probably a 2oz letter overpaid 1 cent. Scarce single use on cover. Very fine.

1899 (MR 20) registered letter from Wheatley Ont to St. Thomas franked with 5 cent Maple Leaf

360 and 2 cent purple Numeral stamps paying the 7 cents registered letter rate. Reverse has a host of
backstamps including Ridgetown (20 MAR x 2), Chatham (20 MAR), Ridgetown & Sarnia Rwy
P.O. S(outh) (Ludlow type O - 302); Chatham & Walkerville Rwy P.O. E(ast) (Ludlow type O-60)
and St. Thomas and Windor/ M(ail) C(oach) E(ast) (Ludlow type O-310. Very fine.

£18

361 1900 official UPU postcard mailed from Hamilton (JAN 12 flag cancel) to Austria and franked with

£20

Pair of Patriotic private post cards. Both unused although one is franked with a pair of the half cent
Maple Leaf stamps. Very attractive and highly colourful. Very fine condition.

£16

2 cent red Numeral. Card features multiple views of Toronto in colour. Very fine.

362

363

1900 (FEB 14) private post card advertising the Home Speciality Co of Toronto mailed from there
to Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland and franked with a 2 cent red Numeral tied by type 8 Toronto flag
cancel. Front has a perfect free strike of the Openhall Newfoundland split ring cancel. Very fine.

364 1900 (8 OCT) J.C. Wilson Boer War Patriotic cover 'Soldiers of the Queen' adapted for the Boston

Stock Company mailed from Amherst N.S to Windsor Ont. Franked with 2 cent Numeral stamp in
red (die 2). Cover has stains and some opening damage at right but still very attractive.

£20

£20

365 1901 unused/ unaddressed envelope franked with 2 cent Numeral stamp which is tied by the rare five
line ROYAL REVIEW/EXHIBITION PARK CAMP/ OCT 11 1901/ TORONTO/ ARMY POST
OFFICE cancel in purple. The reverse carries the usual two ring ASSISTANT POSTMASTER /
TORONTO ONT. cds of Oct 22 in green. Pristine condition and doubtless a favour item but a scarce
Canadian Militia item.

366 1901 (27 SEP) registered cover to Wallace Bridge NS franked with strip of three 2 cent red
Numerals plus 1 cent green Numeral all paying the 7 cents rate. Reverse has vf strike of the Oxford
& Pictou M.C. W RPO cancel. Cover has opening faults and some ageing.

£24

£5

367 1902 (JAN 10) entire mailed from Three Mile Plains N.S. to Winchester Mass and then forwarded

to Boston. Franked with 2 cent red Numeral tied by duplex cancel and over-franked with Winchester
flag cancel. Very fine.

£7

368 1902 highly decorative illustrated advertising private post card by Rolph Smith & Co , engravers

£65

and stationers of Toronto, mailed to Ottawa and franked with 1 cent Numeral. Exhibition quality.

33
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EARLY TRANSATLANTIC MAIL - WESTBOUND INTO BNA
GB 1849 Turnham Green London Nov 1 Cover to Toronto Canada with a More To Pay handstamp.
Paid 2s Sterling the closed bag rate for a one ounce letter to Canada via Halifax, Nova Scotia. This
369 should have been 2s 4d as it was carried to New York and is therefore 4d Sterling underpaid. This
has been converted to 4½d Canadian Currency to be collected from the addressee. The letter was
carried by Cunard vessel "America" departing Liverpool November 3 and arriving New York Nov
17. Fine condition and a nice example of an underpaid transatlantic letter.
1853 (10 SEP) transatlantic letter from Manchester UK to Montreal carried by the steam ship 'Africa'
via New York. Franked with three copies of the GB 1 shilling green embossed stamp of 1847 (SG
55) and with handstamp '2' on front in red. Filing creases, one of which goes through one of the
370 stamps. Otherwise fine. The GB stamps are cut to shape but very scarce on cover (SG cat £1100 for
a single cut square copy on cover!). Stamps pay the 1 shilling per 1/2oz rate indicating the letter was
possibly originally intended to travel by the Canadian Steam Navigation Co. service.
1855 (27 JAN) letter from Winchburgh, Scotland via Edinburgh (26 JAN) and Liverpool (27 JAN)
371 to Hamilton, Ont. Franked with 6d embossed stamp of 1847 (SG 60). Stamp is cut to shape. Cover
front has 1d accountancy mark and '2 1/2' handstamp collect in black. Probably carried on the
Collins Line vessel 'Atlantic' which departed Liverpool 27 January for New York. Very nice cover
in fine condition and rare stamp on cover (SG cat £1250)
1857 (22 JUL) transatlantic letter from Muirkirk in Ayrshire to Jordan, Canada West. The letter was
372 routed via Douglas, Lanarkshire (22 JUL), Liverpool (23 JUL), St Catherines (6 AUG) and arrived
in Jordan on 7 August. Rated 8d sterling the postage was paid by eight copies of the 1d red (perf 14,
1856 - 58 issue SG 37 - 40). Carried on the Cunard ship Asia via New York. The stamps are affixed
at the very edge of the cover and have all suffered some edge wear but still a very impressive looking
cover.
1863 (14 NOV) transatlantic letter from A&J Allan of Glasgow to Montreal carried on the Cunard
line Arabia via Cork and Boston, arriving Montreal 28 November. Franked with a pair of the 4d pale
373 red (plate 3) GB stamp of 1862 (SG80) paying the 8d sterling British Packet rate. Light filing folds
but o/w very fine and a rare stamp on cover (SG cat £200)

£36

£100

£75

£24

£30

1864 (18 OCT) transatlantic registered letter from Bradford upon Avon, Wiltshire to Beachville,

374 Ontario. Sent 'via United States Packet' and franked with a pair and single of the 6d GB stamp of
1862 with hairlines in the left corner boxes - plate 4 SG 85 (cat £275 on cover!) and a single 2d blue
of the 1858 issue - plate 9 SG 45. The stamps pay the US packet rate of 1s 2d plus 6d registration
fee. The letter was routed via Cowes (19 Oct), New York (31 Oct) and arrived in Montreal on the
morning of 2 November. Cover is very fragile with edge wear and faults but is complete and very
scarce.
1865 (9 SEP) transatlantic letter from West London UK to Kent, Ontario. Franked with 6d GB stamp
of 1865 (type with hyphen from plate 5, SG 96), the cover was deemed to be 'INSUFFICENTLY
375 PREPAID' by 2d by the British PO as it was carried by the Cunard service via the USA (rate was 8
pence). Routed via Chatham UC (22 Sept) and Hamilton (22 Sept) and rated in Canada 'UNPAID 5'
(cents). Cover has some back flap damage o/w very fine and scarce stamp on cover.
1867 (24 AUG) transatlantic letter from London UK to St Catherines, Ontario sent via the British
Packet at 8d sterling rate. Cover is franked with three different GB stamps; 3d rose of 1865 (plate 3,
376 SG 92), 4d vermilion of 1865 (plate 9 SG 94) and a 1d red from the 1858 issue plate 71 (SG 43). The
cover has a light central filing fold which just affects the 3d stamp o/w very fine and highly attractive
three stamp combination. The stamps are catalogued at over £400 on cover by SG.
1868 (2 JAN) transatlantic letter from Arthur & Co Merchants of Glasgow to Toronto sent via
377 Canadian Packet and franked with GB 6d stamp of 1867 (plate 6 with hyphen SG 104). Arrived
Toronto 17 January. Very fine and a scarce stamp on cover (SG cat £160)

£20

£65

£36

£30
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1869 (20 APR) transatlantic mourning cover mailed from Bath, England to Montreal and sent by
British Packet via Liverpool (20 APR), arriving in Montreal on 4 May. Franked with GB 6d stamp
378 of 1867 (SG 108 with faulty lower left corner) and 1d red of 1858 (SG 43 plate 92). The British
Packet rate to Canada via the USA had been reduced to 7d sterling on 1 January 1868. A fine
example of a scarce and short lived rate.

£20

1869 (15 MAY) transatlantic double rate letter mailed from Liverpool to St John N.B. via New
York. Franked with GB 1/- stamp of 1867 (plate 4 SG 117) and 2d blue of 1858 (SG 45 plate 12).
379 The 1/- stamp has wing margin but the 2d stamp has some damage at top right. Cover is very fine.
Scarce stamps on cover!

£30

1873 (21 FEB) rather scruffy but interesting transatlantic letter mailed from London UK to London,
380 Ontario and franked with a pair of GB 3d reds of the 1867 issue (plate 8 SG 103). The stamps would
have paid the double Canadian Packet rate via Liverpool or Londonderry but the cover was
endorsed 'via Cork' and was, in fact, carried by the British Packet via New York and hence liable
to the higher rate of 8d. It was thus surcharged not only the 2d deficiency but also a 3d fine giving
a total payable of 5d or 10 cents (10 handstamp on front in black). British claim of 3 1/2 d in total
with unusual boxed handstamp. This cover was the subject of an article in the April 2017 issue of
Maple Leaves (see page 81). Edge faults, creases etc but most unusual and probably one of a
kind!

£46

1874 (10 DEC) transatlantic letter mailed from Glasgow to Toronto franked with three copies of

381 the GB 1d red (plate 160 SG 43) paying the 3d rate for transit via the Canadian Packet. Toronto
receiver of 24 December on reverse. Fine.

382 1876 (25 MAY) transatlantic letter from Edinburgh to Lakefield , Ontario franked with GB 2 1/2 d
stamp of 1873 (plate 1 SG 139) Received in Lakefield on 9 June (backstamp). Sent at the Preferred
rate which applied from 1875. Very fine and scarce stamp on cover (SG cat £140)

1879 (7 JUL) transatlantic letter from London UK to Ingersoll, Ontario franked with GB 2 1/2 d

383 rosy mauve stamp of 1873 (plate 14 SG 141). Routed via Hamilton (18 July). Stamp pays the UPU

£15

£20

£15

rate which applied from 1878 to 1898. Cover has tear on back flap but o/w fine and another scarce
stamp on cover (SG cat £80)
1880 (18 MAR) transatlantic letter mailed from Lewes to Montreal franked with GB 1d red of 1858
384 (plate 195) and 1 1/2d red of 1870 (plate 3 SG 52). Arrival and 'Carrier West District' backstamps
both dated 30 March. Very attractive franking and scarce stamps on cover (SG cat £200+) and very
fine.

£60

385 1881 (28 JAN) transatlantic letter mailed from London UK to Clinton, Ontario and carried on the
S.S. Hibernian of the Allan Line. Routed via Hamilton (10 Feb) arriving in Clinton on 11 February.
Franked with GB 2 1/2d stamp of 1880 (plate 20 SG 142, cat £75 on cover). Very fine.

£20

1883 (3 APR) transatlantic letter from London UK to St Catherines, Ontario. Routed via Hamilton

386 (15 April) and arriving in St Catherines on 16 April. Franked with GB 2 1/2d stamp of 1880 (plate

£15

22 SG 157). Very light crease in cover but o/w fine.

387 1884 (28 MAR) transatlantic letter from Chapletown, Leeds (squared circle cancel) to Comber,

Ontario. Routed via Hamilton (10 April) and arriving in Comber 11 April. Letter was double weight
and franked with GB 5d stamp of 1880 (SG 169). Cover has edge wear and minor faults but a scarce
stamp on cover (SG cat £225) and a very noteworthy address of Ontario, US America!!

£30

1886 (4 MAY) transatlantic letter mailed from London UK to Bridgewater, Nova Scotia. Routed

388 via Halifax (17 May) and received in Bridgewater on 19 May. Franked with GB 2 1/2 d stamp of

£10

1883 (SG 190) Very fine.
1886 (27 APR) registered transatlantic letter mailed from London UK to St Catherines, Ontario.

389 Routed via Hamilton (10 May) and arriving in St Catherines on 10 May. Franked with GB 2d and

2 1/2 d stamps of 1883 series (SG 189 and 190). Cover has some minor edge faults from opening
and also a few rust spots but is generally fine. Scarce stamps on cover (SG cat £135)

£40
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POSTAL HISTORY - CANADA: EDWARD VII ERA
1903 (JY 9) post card mailed from Sydney C.B. to Stockholm, Sweden franked with 2 cent Edward.
Probably the earliest recorded date on card as Marler reports an earliest date of 9 July. Stockholm
receiver of 23 July on front. Light crease well away from stamp and cancels o/w fine.

£15

391 1903 (29 NOV) hand illustrated cover mailed from Assiniboia to Pontypridd, England (sic)

£12

392 1904 (22 OCT) post card of Quebec in colour mailed to the RHS at Wisley. Franked with 2 cent

Edward which is tied by a fine strike of the Paquebot, Liverpool cancel. Card is slightly toned but
o/w fine.

£6

1904 (17 DEC) postcard in colour of the vessel Sovereign at the Lachine Rapids mailed from

£60

390

featuring a horse. Franked with 2 cent Edward booklet stamp (very early date). Cover is unfortunately
damaged at top and right but still an attractive item.

393 Montreal to Zagazig in Egypt. Receiver of 3 Jan 1905 on stamped side. Franked with 2 cent Edward.
Lot also includes a 1905 postcard from Vancouver Island also to Zagazig in Egypt franked with pair
of 1 cent Edwards. Both items are very fine a most unusual destination.
1904 (26 AUG) large registered letter mailed from Cornwall Ont to Williamstown rated at 9 cents
(double rate letter) and franked with strip of four 2 cent Edwards plus 1 cent Edward. Backstamps
394 from Cornwall (26 AUG), Lancaster Ont (26 Aug), Tor & Mont G.T. Rly /DE type 13B - Ludlow
type O-369 RPO. Minor edge faults but overall very fine.

£12

circa 1904 large advertising cover from Henry Birks & Sons of Montreal mailed to Somerset N.S.

395 and franked with 20 cent and 1 cent Edward VII stamps. Probably paying third class rate for a fairly
heavy item. Stamps tied by unusual straight line 'MONTREAL' postmark. Some edge wear and
central filing crease but very scarce and attractive item.

£50

396 1904 (28 AUG) picture postcard with view of the Parliament Buildings in Quebec mailed from

£40

397 1904 heraldic postcard carrying advertising by Zybach & Co mailed from Niagara Falls to Santiago,

£30

398 1904 (13 SEP) restrained patriotic postcard mailed from Port Carling to Chicago. Franked with 1 cent

£15

399 1904 (14 APR) letter from Petrolea, Ont to Tasmania. Sent via Seattle (21 April), Launceston (25

£20

400 1905 (APR 4) all over illustrated advertising cover mailed from Halifax to Arichat (AP 5 receiver

on reverse) franked with 2 cent Edward. Advertising for W.M. Stairs, Son & Morrow Ltd wholesale
hardware and featuring ‘Out o'sight’ mouse traps. Exhibition piece and very fine.

£50

401 1905 (JY 10 and JY13) pair of J.C. Wilson patriotic postcards; one mailed from Toronto to New

£60

Montreal to Azzana in Corsica. Franked with pair of 1 cent Edwards. Very fine and a tough
destination to find!

Chile (11 Dec 1904 arrival mark). Franked with two copies of the 1 cent Edward only one of which
has been tied. Very fine.

Edward. Stamp, which is Marler type 3 from plates 5 and 6, shows a nice re-entry in the lower left
affecting the numeral box, numeral '1' and 'ONE'. Very fine.

May) and arriving in Hobart on 26 May. Franked with 5 cent Edward paying the UPU rate. The stamp
shows a retouch in the right numeral box. Cover has minor faults but scarce destination so early.

York and the other locally within Winnipeg. Both franked with 2 cent Edwards. Very fine and
spectacular colours!

Pair of advertising covers both franked with 2 cent Edward stamps from the experimental printings (dry printing with 18.4mm width). The first is a 1905 (NOV 7) Imperial Oils cover from Halifax
402 to Port Medway franked with a 2 cent stamp of Marler type 8. The second is an illustrated advertising
cover for the Quaker Oats Company mailed from Peterboro to New York and franked with a 2 cent
stamp of Marler type 9. These experimental dry printings are rarely seen particularly on cover. Very
fine and fully written up on album pages.

£34

36
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403 1905 (20 NOV) postcard in colour of the Elevator in Montreal mailed from that city to Montevideo,

£36

Uruguay. Very fine and very scarce destination.
1905 (2 JAN) postcard in colour featuring the American Line US Mail ship 'Philadelphia' sent via
404 the Niagara Falls & London RPO (Ludlow type O-181) from Hamilton to Prince Albert, Cape
Colony, South Africa. Arrival datestamp from Feb 1905. Lovely transit mark from Bulawayo,
Rhodesia on stamp side. Franked with 2 cent Edward. Minor stains but o/'w very fine and most
attractive.

£24

1905 (5 APR) double weight letter mailed from Niagara Falls to Waldsee in Wurtemburg, Germany.

405 Attractive franking of 5 cent, 2 cent and pair of 1 cent Edwards plus pair of 1/2 cent QV Numeral

£15

stamp for four colour franking. Reverse has arrival mark of Waldsee of 16 APR. Some minor edge
faults but overall fine.
1905 - trio of postcards mailed from Canada to the USA all franked with 1 cent Edwards. The cards

406 are all of the 'divided back' type which could not be sent to the US at the 1 cent rate prior to March
1907 (US not Canadian postal regulation). In all three cases the US postal authorities have charged
the recipient 1 cent postage due (with US PD stamp applied). Fine condition and nice example of a
foreign postal regulation impacting on a Canadian rate.

£20

1905 (11 AUG) J.C. Wilson Patriotic postcard - the Flag that Braved - mailed from Wingham Ont

407 to Lansing in Michigan. Backstamp receiver of same date. Franked with 1 cent Edward. Some minor

£20

creases and edge wear but overall fine and very colourful.
1905 (18 JY) illustrated advertising cover mailed from St. John to Moncton and franked with pair

408 of 1 cent Edwards. Advertising for George H. Evans 'Boiler on Wheels'. Moncton receiver of 19 July

£20

on reverse. One of the stamps has a nice retouch. Very fine.
1905 (3 JY) illustrated advertising drop letter mailed within Peterborough Ont franked with 1 cent

409 Edward. Advertising for E. Brown & Co 'Oriental Grocers' with a nice picture showing the 'Largest

£28

Hydraulic Lift Lock in the World' on the Trent Cancal in Peterborough. Small opening faults at top
do not detract from a very fine cover.

410

1905 third class illustrated large envelope mailed from Toronto to Stirling Ont franked with 1 cent
Edward. Very ornate design for The Veterans Locating and Colonization Association. To make a fine
cover even better, the 1 cent stamp shows a nice re-entry. Very fine and a real exhibition piece.

411 circa 1906 large illustrated envelope which contained the Steele Briggs Seed Co catalogue mailed

from Toronto to Brule N.S. and franked with 2 cent Edward precancel (type 5-90I). Sent at the
printed matter rate of 1 cent per 2 oz. Minor edge faults and couple of small stains but a very
spectacular cover.

£70

£26

1906 (MY 1) illustrated advertising cover from St John N.B. to Moncton. Franked with 2 cent

412 Edward. Advertising for Monarch Ready Mixed Paints with the cover also having all over advertis-

£30

ing on the reverse. Very colourful and fine.
1906 (DEC 9) illustrated advertising cover from Halifax to South Side River Denis franked with

413 2 cent Edward. Advertising for A.R. Cogswell & Co. Maritime Photo Supply House. Fine and very

£26

attractive cover.
1906 (AUG 4) large letter mailed from Montreal to Halifax with corner advertising for Darling

414 Brothers. Franked with pair of 2 cent plus 1 cent Edwards but apparently underpaid by 7 cents (so

must have been a 6oz letter). Taxed 14 cents due in mss. Postage due paid by a pair of 5 cent and
pair of 2 cent Postage Due stamps (J2 and J4) cancelled by violet oval. Some creases including
central filing fold but o/w very fine and very early use of the postage due stamps.

£24

415 1906 (MAR 25) picture postcard (in colour showing deep snow on Union Avenue, Montreal) mailed
from Montreal to Rathgar in Ireland (via the S.S. Umbria in mss). Franked with 2 cent Edward
(Marler type 13) with partial plate 37 imprint. Very fine and unusual to find imprint copies on card
or cover.

£32
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1906 (APRIL) unusual use of a 2 cent Edward on a leather birthday card posted in Toronto. Card
was posted without a stamp and was rated '2' and 'RETURNED FOR POSTAGE' by the Dead
416 Letter Office in Toronto. The card was stamped with a 2 cent Edward after the fee was paid and
given a purple oval cancellation by the Dead Letter Office in Vancouver where it was delivered.
Suspect it should have been charged 4 cents as leather postcards were charged at the letter rate. Ex
Stan Lum. Fine.

417 1906 (17 JY) postcard in sepia with view of Quebec sent from that city to Oran in Algeria. Very
fine and another extremely scarce destination!

£24

£30

1906 - 1908 pair of postcards mailed to Malta, comprising; card from Montreal to Malta dated 26

418 Dec 1906 and card from Winnipeg dated 23 March 1908. Both have receiving postmarks from

£40

Cospicua. Both franked with 2 cent Edwards and fine condition. Scarce destination.
1906 - 1911 trio of postcards mailed to India. First is 1906 (29 OCT) card in colour featuring
picture of Pine Creek Falls mailed from Victoria BC to Calcutta with Hong Kong transit of 18 Nov
419 and arrival marks of 3 Dec and 6 Dec. The second is a very fine colour card of the Great Divide
franked with 2 cent Edward tied by Victoria & Wellington RPO cancel (Ludlow type W164, type
17f) of 20 April 1908 mailed to Mount Abu, Rajputana in India. Receiving mark of 23 May. The
third is a 1911 card (14 AUG) mailed from Toronto to a soldier in the 10th Royal Hussars serving
at Rawalpindi. Franked with a pair of 1 cent Edwards on the picture side of the card which have
been cancelled on arrival at Rawalpindi on 10 September. Nice trio of cards in fine or very fine
condition and tough to find destination.

420 1906 (27 AUG) postcard in sepia depicting Yonge Street, Aurora, Ontario mailed from there to
Mexico. Franked with 2 cent Edward and showing receiver dated 12 Sept. Very fine.

£55

£8

1906 (2 AUG) postcard in sepia showing winter sports mailed from Peterborough, Ont to Auck-

421 land, New Zealand. Franked with 2 cent Edward. Very fine. Lot also includes a 1906 postcard
mailed from Campbellton N.B. to New Zealand and franked with a 1 cent Edward. Also very fine.
Nice pair.

£18

1906 (18 APR) patriotic postcard mailed from Toronto to the Grand Hotel in Yokohama, Japan

422 via Seattle. On arrival in Yokohama is was forwarded to the Club Hotel (on 13 MAY) and then
returned to an address in Chicago USA on 16 May. Well travelled card for 2 cents! Very fine.

423 1906 (7 SEP) very colourful patriotic postcard by Warwick Bros & Rutter (Lifebouy and Flags

WBR type 10, #3424) depicting the boat the writer is working on and sent via the Montreal &
Toronto G.T. Railway RPO (Ludlow type Q165) to London, England. Franked with 2 cent
Edward. Very fine , exhibition quality.

£36

£15

1906 (7 FEB) illustrated advertising cover from Montreal to Napierville Que franked with a pair

424 of 1 cent Edwards. Advertising for the Pittsburg Steel Company showing the strength of their
fencing being tested by an elephant! Very fine.

£28

1906 (10 OCT) birch bark card mailed from Gravel Station on the CPR to Ingersoll, Ont. Marked

425 'Private Post Card' and franked with a 1 cent Edward (tied by Ottawa & Fort William RPO cancel

£20

- Ludlow type O-225 type 18) it was charged 2 cents due with postage due paid by two copies of
the 1 cent PD stamp of 1906. As the card was not made of normal stock it was charged as a letter.
Writer explains that he and his family had been delayed for 10 hours by a derailed engine on the
shores of Lake Superior but 'no one hurt'! Very fine.
1906 (23 August) patriotic style postcard which features provincial coats of arms, the Edward VII
426 stamp issue and Niagara Falls (and still manages to squeeze in some advertising for Queens Park
Bazaar!) mailed to Buffalo New York. Franked with 1 cent Edward which has been tied by a
Buffalo Stn B cancel (presumably the Canadian PO failed to cancel it). Interestingly, it is a divided
back card which should have been sent at the letter rate in 1906 but not taxed so one that got away!
Very fine and attractive.

£20

38
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1906 (2 MAY) entire from a schoolboy in Fredericton N.B. to his mother in Rosario, Argentina (via
England). Franked with 5 cent Edward. Letter arrived on 9 June (five weeks in transit). The letter
427 tells her of his activities and his examination grades etc. Letter has been opened (carefully) at bottom
and right but is complete with all enclosures. Charming item in very fine condition.
1906 (May) illustrated advertising cover from J.N. Harvey of St. John N.B. mailed special

428 delivery to Halifax. Franked with 2 cent Edward and 10 cent Special Delivery stamp (type E1).

£30

£24

Some minor edge faults but overall a fine and very early SD cover. Cat $110
1906 - 1910 pair of postcards (one a postal stationary card) mailed form the UK to Canada at 1/2 d

429 rate and thus underpaid. Both have been taxed and charged 2 cents due (double deficiency). Both

£20

carry copies of the 2 cent postage due stamp of 1906 (UCS J2), the September 1906 card being a
very early use of this stamp. Fine to very fine.

430 1906 (DEC 24) letter from the UK to Manitoba franked with GB 1d red of Edward VII. Letter

underpaid and charged 4 cents due on arrival. Franked with strip of three plus single of 1 cent
postage due stamp (type J1). Very early use of the PD stamps. Some edge wear to cover.

431 1907 postcard (railway view in sepia) mailed from Quebec Province to Constantinople, Turkey.

£12

Franked with 2 cent Edward. British Post Office Constantinople receiver on picture side. Minor
ageing but o/w fine and scarce destination.

£8

432 1907 postcard (in sepia of the Lake Path) mailed from Leamington, Ontario to Dunedin in New

£5

Zealand then forwarded to Gore. Franked with 2 cent Edward. Nice Dunedin North receiver cancel
on stamp side. Fine.

1907 - 1910 two cards and one cover all mailed to Australian States, comprising; 1907 card from
433 Paris Ont to Victoria (missent to Seattle USA!), 1910 card from Vancouver to Queensland (forwarded on arrival) and 1910 letter from Vancouver to New South Wales. Fine to very fine and nice trio
of early mail to Australia.

£60

1907 (22 AUG) postcard in colour showing view of Ottawa from Victoria Tower sent to Shanghai,

434 China. Franked with 2 cent Edward tied by 3 ring orb cancel. Very fine. Lot also includes second

card mailed to Foochow, China 19 Aug 1910 from Niagara Falls. this has Shanghai transit mark of
22 SEP and Foochow receiver of 23 SEP. Also very fine. Nice pair of cards to scarce destination.

435 1907 (28 NOV) postcard in sepia with view of Quebec port sent from Quebec to Madagascar. Very
fine and a case of find another one!!

£40

£40

1907 (18 AUG) postcard in colour of Emerald Lake in the Rockies mailed from Coleman, Alberta

436 to Buenos Aires in Argentina. Lot also includes 1910 letter from Beloeil Station, Quebec to Buenos

£55

Aires redirected within Argentina on arrival. This is a 2 cent Edward postal stationary envelope
uprated with strip of three 1 cent Edwards paying the 5 cent UPU rate. Both items are very fine and
a tough destination.

437 1907 (8 APR) postcard in colour of South West Arm, Halifax mailed from that city to St Pierre &

£10

438 1907 (12 MAR) postcard in sepia of Bow Valley, Banff mailed from Winnipeg to St. George in

£15

439 1907 (27 DEC) registered letter from the Canada Life Assurance Co, Toronto mailed to Minneap-

£30

Miquelon. Franked with 2 cent Edward. Very fine and surprisingly scarce destination.

Barbados. Franked with 2 cent Edward. Very fine.

olis and franked with 7 cent Edward tied by large R in oval cancel in purple. Cover can lay claim to
having the most post office handstamps and mss instructions on it! These include redirection to New
York, Second Notice, Third Notice, Returned to Sender Unclaimed etc. There are 10 Registered
numbers, 8 of which are different!! The letter finally found its way back to Toronto on 19 Jan 1908.
You could write a book about this one! Condition is fine.

39
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1907 (3 DEC) advertising cover (front only) from Thomson Stationary Co. mailed from Vancouver to Kobe in Japan. Franked with 5 cent Edward paying the UPU rate. Front has two redirection
440 labels applied and also INCONNU and REBUTS handstamps in purple. Untidy edges and it is only
a front but scarce destination. Lot also includes picture postcard sent from Victoria BC to Yokohama in Japan dated 30 June 1910, franked with pair of 1 cent Edwards. Very fine.

£50

441 1907 (8 NOV) illustrated advertising letter from Windsor, Ont to Munich, Germany. Advertising

for the International Hotel in Windsor. Franked with 5 cent Edward tied by Windsor machine
cancel. Stamp has interesting flaw at bottom with lines through the C of CENTS. Very fine.

£15

442 1907 (18 JUN) novelty postcard which has an applied felt cat. Mailed from Beaverton Ont to

Toronto and franked with 1 cent Edward but subject to postage due as the addition of the felt was
contrary to postal regulations and the letter rate applied. Card charged 2 cents due with 2 cent
Postage due stamp (type J2) applied. Very fine and super looking card. Fully written up on
accompanying album page.
1907 (10 Dec) very pretty patriotic postcard with silk flags of Alberta and the USA - possibly

443 Japanese in origin and doubtless infringing at least one postal regulation! Mailed from Calgary to

£12

£36

Kennewick, Washington State USA and franked with 1 cent Edward. No postage due charged. The
card conveys a declaration of intent to ask the recipient to be his wife! Very fine and unusual.
1907 (12 JUN) midget postcard mailed from Vancouver to Brampton, Ont and franked with 1 cent
444 Edward. As the card is not of regulation size it should have been charged 2 cents postage due but
no charge levied. Very fine and first of these Midget Cards I have seen.

£15

1907 postcard mailed from Toronto to California and franked with 1 cent Edward tied by the pink
445 oval commemorative cancel for the Toronto Exposition. This was the predecessor of the
Canadian National Exhibition which started in 1908. Rarely seen cancel and very fine.

£6

1907 (14 SEP) letter from Whitney Pier, N.S. to Porsgrund in Norway. (Backstamp receiver of 30

446 Sept). Franked with 5 cent Edward paying the UPU rate. Minor edge faults at top but o/w very fine

£30

and scarce destination.
1908 decorative advertising private post card created by the House of Gillard, Hamilton manu-

447 facturers of teas and coffees. Mailed within Hamilton and franked with a 1 cent Edward. Some

£26

staining no doubt from a sample of the coffee! o/w very fine.
1908 illustrated advertising cover in orange for the Hudson Bay Knitting Company mailed from

448 Montreal to New Brunswick and franked with 2 cent Edward. Fine and very attractive.

£26

1908 (5 FEB) Valentine postcard mailed from Sydney N.S. to Canso and franked with a diagonal

449 bisect of the 2 cent Edward paying the 1 cent postcard rate. Very fine and appears completely
genuine. Ex Stan Lum.

£40

1908 greetings card mailed from Winnipeg to Reykjavik in Iceland. Franked with 2 cent Edward.

450 Fine condition. Lot also includes a rather tatty 1909 letter from Sinclair Station, Manitoba to Iceland

£50

via Leith in Scotland franked with 5 cent Edward. The stamp on this cover shows doubling of the
vertical lines in both numeral boxes and other re-entry characteristics which make it possible to
plate it from plate 3 left pane position 90. Very nice pair of items to a very scarce destination.
1908 (18 MY) postcard in sepia of Calgary mailed to Bahia, Brazil. Receiver of 20 June on reverse.

451 Very fine.

£15

1908 (8 DEC) letter from St. John N.B. to Demerara, British Guiana. Franked with 2 cent Edward

452 (corner missing prior to affixing to letter) and also 1908/09 Muskoka Xmas seal, both tied by St
John machine cancel. Fine and unusual destination for period.

£28
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1908 (27 JAN) postcard in colour of Princes Lodge, Halifax mailed from there to the Danish West
453 Indies to the Cuban Consul at St Thomas. St Thomas receiver of 11 Feb. Franked with 2 cent
Edward. Very fine and another scarce destination.
1908 (29 FEB) double rate registered letter mailed from Kimberley BC to Medford, Oregon via
454 Spokane (4 March backstamp), Letter possibly contained cash as the back is sealed with wax and has
a US Customs form stating that the package should be treated under 'joint regulations'. The front has
a two line handstamp reading 'RELEASED BY/ CUSTOMS OFFICER'. Slightly reduced at left and
minor edge faults but overall fine and unusual.

£15

£24

1908 (27 NOV) large registered letter from Nomigue, Quebec to Paris, France via Montreal

455 (backstamp 28 NOV). Franked with two copies of the 5 cent Edward paying the UPU rate plus 5 cent
registration. Paris receiver of 10 December on reverse. Central filing fold well away from stamps
etc. Minor edge faults.

£18

1908 (23 NOV) Warwick Bros & Rutters patriotic postcard (Lifebuoy and Flags type) showing the

456 vessel Empress of Britain (Gutzman WBR 10 #3819) mailed from Halifax N.S. to New York and

£15

franked with 1 cent Edward. Very fine and colourful.
1908 (19 APR) postcard of Cape Diamond, Quebec in sepia mailed from Quebec to Boma in the

457 Congo. Receiver of Boma dated 18 May. Franked with two copies of the 1 cent Edward (one of

£55

which is stuck over both sides of the card). Very fine and another impossible to find destination!

458 1908 (27 APR) 1 cent Edward VII postal stationary envelope uprated with 1 cent Edward on a letter

£18

circa 1908 very colourful 'Oilette' postcard published by Tuck & Co. in the series 'How he won the

£6

mailed from Halifax NS to the Canal Zone. Very fine and a scarce destination.

459 Victoria Cross' (postcard # 9247) mailed to Montreal and franked with 1 cent Edward. Nice patriotic
item in very fine condition.
1909 (26 OCT) illustrated advertising cover from Truro N.S. to Cape Breton advertising Stanfields

460 Underwear (long john's!). Franked with 2 cent Edward (Marler type 15). Colourful and fine.

1909 (10 JUNE) large and slightly scruffy letter mailed from Dawson, Yukon to His Highness
Prince Demidoff in Paris, France. Franked with 2 cent Edward (Marler type 17 from plate 70), the
461 letter was underpaid and is marked in mss '60' centimes due and franked with two copies of the 30
centime French postage due stamp. On arrival the letter has been handstamped on reverse 'DECEDE' (deceased) and has been returned to Canada with Dead Letter Office Ottawa postmark on
reverse of SEP 18. Cover has some edge faults and creases as one may expect but a scarce example
of early Yukon mail to overseas. Accompanying notes on the addressee.
1909 (AP 27) underpaid domestic letter mailed from London to Rodney Ont. Franked with 2 cent

462 Edward (damaged upper right) and underpaid 2 cents it was charged 4 cents due. Pair of 2 cent

£15

£65

£24

postage due stamps on front tied by roller cancel. Fine.
1909 (APR 7) domestic letter mailed Special Delivery from Chatham Ont to London Ont franked

463 with 2 cent Edward and 10 cent Special Delivery stamp. Letter apparently contained copy for the

£40

London Advertiser. Backstamped London 7 April. Very fine.
1909 (20 JAN) registered letter from Montreal to Paris, France franked with 10 cent Edward tied by

464 R in oval cancel. Paris receiver on reverse of 3 Feb. Superb condition and a very rare rate cover. Cat
$425+

£250

1909 (18 MAY) letter from Montreal to Abo in Russia franked with 5 cent Edward paying the UPU

465 rate. Backstamp arrival mark of 22 May indicates the letter was only 4 days in transit! Abo which
was in Russia in 1909 is now in Finland and has been renamed Turku. Very scarce destination and
fine condition with only very minor edge faults from opening.

£44

41
LOT

DESCRIPTION
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1909 (2 JAN) AR form mailed from Toronto to Hamilton confirming receipt of registered letter

466 mailed to the Standard Collecting Agency on 28 Dec 1908. Form stamped with 5 cent Edward stamp

£28

to pay the AR fee. Very fine and a nice early AR item.

467 1909 (13 AUG) illustrated private post card mailed from Waterloo, Ont to Smithville and franked
with a 1 cent Edward. Advertising for the Waterloo Manufacturing Company. Very fine.

£36

1909 (18 NOV) postcard in sepia of the sidewheeler 'Montreal' mailed from Quebec to Constantino468 ple, Turkey. (b/s arrival 2 December) Franked with 1 cent Edward paying the printed matter rate as
no message on card. This card was used to illustrate the article '1 cent rates of the Edwardian Period'
in BNA Topics vol 59, no3. Minor edge stains o/w fine.

£36

469 1909 (19 MAY) underpaid postcard (depicting Incline Railway station at Mount Royal, Montreal)

£30

mailed from Montreal to Suva in the Fiji Islands (receiver from Suva of 5 July). Franked with 1 cent
Edward underpaying the 2 cent rate but no postage due levied. Very fine and a rare destination!

470 1909 (5 APR) postcard mailed from Dawson, Yukon (duplex cancel) to a rural route in Oregon USA.

£6

1909 (25 JAN) charming postcard with enquiry about Mable's failure to attend Sunday School!
471 Mailed from the House of Assembly in Ontario (very fine duplex cancel) to Toronto. Franked with
1 cent Edward. Very fine.

£8

Franked with 1 cent Edward. Very fine.

1909 (7 JUN) letter mailed from London Ont and sent via the Tor., Ham. & Lon RPO (Ludlow type
O-350 type 17) to Los Angeles. The addressee was not found but the letter was opened in error and
472
resealed with a US officially sealed stamp (type OX 11) and returned to sender. Unusual handstamp
on front in purple reads 'Do not use this envelope or wrapper again' . Franked with pair of 1 cent
Edwards. Edge faults as one may expect but o/w fine and has been opened out to display OS stamp.

473 1910 postcard from Elmira, Ont to New Hamburg Ont franked with pair of half cent Numerals (very
late use) Card is in colour and of Victoria Park, Berlin. Fine.

£40

£2

474 1910 (15 AUG) letter from Wedgeport N.S. to Norway franked with 2 x 2 cent and 1 cent Edwards
paying the 5 cents UPU rate. Backstamp from Yarmouth N.S. Some minor stains but overall fine
condition and scarce destination.

£14

475 1910 (6 JUN) registered front being a revalued 'Widowed Queen' postal stationary envelope (type
EN 15) uprated with 5 cent Edward and pair of 50 cent Edwards making a rate of $1.07. Mailed from
Toronto (Station C) to Detroit where it was received the following day. Exhibition quality and hard
to find 50 cent Edwards on cover or front.

£300

476 1910 (21 JAN) postcard (in colour featuring ski-ing scene) mailed from Hamilton, Ont to Singapore.

477

Mailed to a Gunner arriving with the 80th Company of the Royal Garrison Artillery. Receiver
postmark from Penang dated 25 Feb. Very fine.

£30

1910 (15 Dec) patriotic postcard in colour (of Halifax NS) mailed from that city to Havana in Cuba.
Franked with 1 cent Edward. Very fine.

£12

478 1910 postcard in colour of Granville and Pender Streets, Vancouver and mailed from there to a Lance
Corporal in the Military Foot Police serving in Gibraltar. Franked with 1 cent Edward. Very fine.

£8

1910 (15 JUN) postcard in colour of the Royal Canadian Artillery franked with 1 cent Edward and

479 mailed to Humber Bay, Ont. Cancelled with very fine strike of the Field Post Office Canada Militia
Niagara Camp cancel. Very fine.

£8

42
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480

1910 (11 MAY) birthday card mailed from Caledonia Ont to Icelandic River, Manitoba carrying
the rare and unusual instructional marking in purple boxed reading 'ADDRESS AMENDED BY
WINNIPEG/ IF INCORRECT RETURN THERE/UNDER COVER'. Very fine.

£18

481

1910 (20 DEC) Xmas card sent from Mulgrave, N.S. to Bagfield N.S. franked with 1 cent Edward
showing part of plate 59 imprint (inverted in bottom margin). Imprint copies on card or cover are
scarce. Very fine.

£18

1911 (10 NOV) illustrated advertising cover in blue from Toronto to Prescott franked with 2 cent

482 Edward advertising the Canada Metal Co. Stamp is Marler type 19. Backstamped Prescott 11 NOV.

£50

Exhibition quality.

483 1911 (MY 6) double rate Canadian Pacific Railway Company letter sent via the Campbellton &

£15

Levis / Local RPO (Ludlow type MA 29 type 17X) to Kamloops (backstamp 11 May). Franked
with pair of 2 cent Edwards with partial plate 82 imprint. Rare on cover and fine condition.

484

1911 piece from letter to Ohio USA from Ottawa showing bisected 2 cent Edward tied by AR in
circle cancel. This fragment has an interesting history. It was once in the collection of the famous
Canadian philatelist Dr. L.Holmes to whom it was presented by the American Stamp Dealer C.E.
Bocker of Waterloo, New York after the latter had asked Holmes for an opinion on it. A forgery but
one with a nice philatelic history! ex Stan Lum.

£15

1911 (25 AUG) registered drop letter mailed within Victoria BC franked with 5 cent and 1 cent

485 Edwards paying the 6 cents rate. The 5 cent stamp is a fine example of the 'Portcullis retouch' from
plate position 4L28. Letter was undelivered and returned (9 SEP) with very fine 'Pointing Hand'
cachet in purple on front. Very fine and attractive cover with added bonus of the rare plate variety;
possibly unique on cover.
1911 (23AUG) postcard in colour of the Capalano River Canyon mailed from Vancouver to Las

486 Palmas in the Canary Islands. Arrival marks of 16 and 18 Sept on back. Fine and very unusual

£80

£26

destination.
1911 postcard in colour of Vancouver City Hall mailed from Vancouver to Helsinki Finland.

487 Franked with 2 cent Edward. Helsinki arrival mark of 15 Feb. Very fine.

£12

1911 (30 May) registered letter from Toronto Postal Station G to St. Roch, Quebec with unusual

488 franking of 2 x 2 cent plus 1 cent Edward and 2 cent RLS. Very late use of the latter. Cover has a
couple of filing creases one of which affects the 1 cent stamp. Also some top edge faults from rough
opening.

£20

489

1911 (19 JUN) registered drop letter mailed within Prince Albert, Sask. With unusual franking of
a block of six 1 cent Edwards. Stamps are tied by several very large R in oval cancels and also a
nice purple oval Registered Prince Albert cancel. Cover has edge faults and a couple of small stains
but an unusual rate/franking.

490

1911 (6 DEC) large registered letter from the Molsons Bank mailed from Vancouver to Dorchester
in England and rated as a quadruple rate letter. Franked with 5 cent and 4 x 2 cent Edwards making
up the 13 cents rate. Backstamps of Montreal (12 Dec), Plymouth (20 Dec), Bath Station (21 Dec)
and Dorchester (21 Dec). Minor edge wear but overall fine and very scarce rate.

£36

491

1911 (16 DEC) illustrated advertising entire from Sherbrooke to Smithville featuring Cornish
Indian Chickens. Letter which is enclosed is from a bird breeder to the owner of a cockerel. Franked
with 1 cent Edward. Some minor edge wear but o/w very fine and most attractive.

£20

£12
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1911 (11 AUG) letter from Winnipeg to Merimasku, Abo in Finland (rec'd 27 August) and then
redirected to Helsinki (arrival mark of 30 August). Franked with strip of five 1 cent Edwards
492 paying the 5 cent UPU rate. Cover is slightly reduced at the left with some minor edge faults but
o/w fine.

£10

1911 (7 DEC) Salvation Army letter mailed from Winnipeg to Ystad in Sweden (backstamp

£28

493 receiver of 22 December). Franked with 5 cent Edward paying the UPU rate. Minor edge wear but
overall fine to very fine.
1912 (14 April) letter from St. Joachim, Quebec to Brazil franked with 1 cent Edward and pair of

494 2 cent red Admirals. Cover has been reduced at right impacting one of the Admiral stamps but still

£8

a scarce destination.
1912 (13 JUN) slightly soiled Royal Bank of Canada registered front which would have been

495 attached to a Money Packet, mailed from Halifax N.S.to Sackville N.B. Franked with pair of 20
cents plus two copies of the 50 cents Edward stamps for $1.40 rating. Some edge faults but find
another one!! The rate is made up of 67 ounces at 2 cents per ounce plus 5 cents registration fee
and is 1 cent overpaid. Very rare stamps on cover.

£300

1912 (8 MY) registered letter from Toronto to New Haven USA franked with 10 cent Edward

496 and early printing of the 1 cent green Admiral (with hairlines). Stamps pay the 11 cents triple rate

£55

to the USA. Boxed 'PASSED FREE OF DUTY' handstamp on front. Very fine.
1912 (8 MAY) Wilson patriotic postcard (Gloria Mundi with crossed flags) mailed from Port

497 Saxon to Cape Breton. Franked with 1 cent Edward. Few age spots but o/w very fine.

£15

1912 (9 APR) postcard from Ottawa to Franktown, Ont franked with 1 cent Edward showing a

498 very fine and complete strike of the scarce Ottawa bars cancellation believed to be a 'Universal'

£30

trial obliterator in use only in Ottawa. Very fine.
1913 (MAR 26) registered letter from Montreal to Chicago franked with 7 cent Edward in

499 greenish bistre shade. Late use and a nice 7 cent single use cover. Fine condition.

£12

1914 (17 AUG) registered letter mailed from Winnipeg to Chicago from the Western Stamp Co.

500 franked with block of four of the imperf 2 cent Edward tied by large R in oval cancels. Unusual
boxed registered cachet from Winnipeg on front in red. Fine and late use of this imperforate
variety - unusual on cover. Fine.

£55

POSTAL HISTORY - CANADA: ADMIRAL ERA
1912 (24 OCT) postcard (in colour depicting Court House, Vancouver) mailed from Vancouver
501 to Peking, China. Franked with 1 cent Admiral paying the printed matter rate. Back has transit
cancels including one from Shanghai, British PO (22 Nov) and receiver from Peking of 26
November. Fine and unusual destination.

£36

1912 (4 OCT) postcard (in sepia of Owl's Head Vermont) mailed to Westmount, Que and franked

£4

502 with 1 cent green Admiral tied by very fine strike of the Mont & Sher C.P. Ry RPO (Ludlow type
Q-144 RF 330). Very fine.
1913 (12 DEC) advertising cover for Warwick Bors & Rutter mailed from Toronto to Pakenham

503 Ont and franked with 2 cent red Admiral. Comes together with a matching letterhead for the firm.

£36

Very colourful item. Cover is very slightly reduced at right but o/w very fine.

504

1913 (10 APR) registered letter mailed from Toronto to Hamilton franked with 5 cent and 2 cent
Admirals which are tied by House of Assembly duplex cancels. Front also carries a fine strike of
the purple oval 'House of Assembly P.O. Registered' cancel. Very fine.

505 1913 (23 OCT) illustrated advertising private post card from the Verity Plow Co. mailed from
Brantford to Smithville, Ont and franked with 1 cent Admiral. Stamp shows hairlines in top
margin and top right. Very fine.

£12

£8

44
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1913 (27 FEB) registered letter mailed from Ottawa to Reading UK via Liverpool. Franked with 7

506 cent Admiral in straw shade (SG 206b UCS 113b). Nice free strike of the House of Commons

£20

Canada cds on front. Very fine, cat $60.
1913 (19 NOV) postcard of one of the oldest gates in Quebec mailed from there to a soldier serving

507 in the 2nd Battalion, Loyal (North Lancashire) Regiment in Poona, India. Poona receiver of 20

£18

December partly cancels stamps. The stamps are Marler type R9 for which Marler records an earliest
known date of 18 November 1913. Very fine.

508 1913 (14 AUG) cover from Ontario to the American Consulate at Guatemala City in Guatemala.
Franked with four copies of the 1 cent Admiral paying the double rate. All four stamps show
hairlines. Cover has faults but a very scarce destination.
1914 (12 MAR) letter from Cambridge, Mass to Toronto sent Special Delivery and showing the
correct use of the Canadian SD stamp from the USA in combination with a 2 cents red Panam Pacific
509 Exhibition stamp of the US. Backstamps of the Boston & Albany RPO Train 3 and Toronto arrival
of 13 March). SD stamp was pencancelled on arrival in Canada. Minor edge wear and cover has
repaired tear in centre well away from stamps. Very scarce.
1914 (7 MAY) registered John Bruce Seed Merchants cover mailed from O'Leary Station, PEI to
Hamilton. Franked with 7 cent Admiral in pale sage green shade. Date is LKD for the O'Leary split
510 ring cancel. Reverse has backstamps of Prince Edward Island RMC/ Boat (Ludlow type RR129, RF
370) of 8 May, Halifax & Camp. RPO (Ludlow type MA 80 ) of 8 May and Mont. & Tor GTR RPO
(Ludlow type Q170) of 9 May. Very fine and quite scarce on cover. Cat $75++
1914 (21 AUG) illustrated advertising cover for Heintzman & Co. Pianos mailed initially to a local
address in Hamilton but then forwarded to Burlington, Ont. Franked with 1 cent Admiral which was
511 correct for original drop letter rate but then handstamped 'INSUFFICIENTLY PREPAID' and '1' for
1 cent postage due when forwarded. Backstamped Burlington 21 August. Very fine.

£12

£50

£60

£26

1914 (21 JAN) illustrated advertising postcard for D.H. Howden hardware store in London,

512 Ontario. Franked with 1 cent Admiral and mailed to Varna Ont. Very fine. Advertising cards in the
Admiral era are quite scarce.

£8

1915 corner advertising cover for Roland Lloyd of Tollerton Alberta mailed within the town as a

513 drop letter and franked with 1 cent Admiral but charged 4 cents due so possibly overweight? Dues

£12

paid with nice block of four of the 1906 series postage due stamp. Central filing crease but o/w fine.
1915 Highly decorative Fredericton Exhibition cover mailed from there to Mill Cove N.B. arriving

514 there on 7 August 1915 (backstamp). Franked with 1 cent War Tax stamp (type MR1). Cover has

£12

been significantly reduced at right (by about 2.4cm) and may well have originally carried an
additional 2 cent stamp. notwithstanding the reduction, a very attractive cover.
1916 (15 JAN) drop letter mailed within Toronto and franked with 1 cent green Admiral and
515 unauthorised use of bisected 2 cents brown Federal War Tax stamp (type FWT8). Front has
'RETURNED FOR WAR TAX' handstamp. Letter was routed to the Dead Letter Office (oval
handstamp on reverse of 15 Jan) but appears to have been released without further charges being
imposed. Unusual and very fine.

£36

516 1916 (21 NOV) pale blue illustrated advertising cover for the Wormwith Piano Co of Kingston
and mailed from there to Prescott Ont. Franked with 2c+ 1c War Tax stamp in brown. Very fine.

£15

1917 (7 JUN) letter to Ottawa sent via Train no 18 on the Ottawa& North Bay Railway - RPO

517 cancel. Franked with 1 cent War Tax (type MR1) and 2 cent Admiral. Very fine.

£3

1917 advertising cover for the Windsor Hotel in Montreal mailed to Philadelphia and franked with

518 2 cent and 1 cent Admirals paying the 3 cent rate. The stamps are tied by a large purple oval cancel
of the Rouse's Point and Montreal RPO. Very fine.

£15
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519 1918 incoming patriotic post card (The Flag that Braved) mailed from Whitman, Mass to

£13

Montreal and franked with a 1 cent US stamp. Minor edge faults but overall very fine.
1918 (19 DEC) window envelope for the Canadian Consolidated Rubber Company Ltd to a

520 customer in Smithville, Ont. Franked with 3 cent brown Admiral coil (UCS type 129). Reverse of
the cover shows the 1918 Muskoka Xmas Seal. The coil stamp is Marler type SR1 and is from plate
2UR 27 showing the Major Re-entry. One of only three reported copies of this re-entry and the
only one known on cover. See Maple Leaves July 2011, page 149 for an article by Leo Beaudet
on these coil re-entries. One of the best of all Admiral re-entries and extremely rare. Very fine. Cat
$1000+
1918 (15 JUL) cover mailed from Toronto to Nassau, Bahamas franked with 2c+1c War Tax stamp

521 in brown plus 5d Bahamas Special Delivery Stamp (in black and orange type S2), latter tied by

£650

£40

Nassau cds on arrival. Addressed to J. Galbraith as many of these covers are and doubtless
philatelic in origin but very fine.

522 1918 (12 JAN) postcard mailed locally in Victoria BC franked with 1 cent Admiral and then
'RETURNED FOR WAR TAX'. Further 1 cent Admiral applied cancelled by partial strike of the
Victoria triple oval Dead Letter Office handstamp in purple. Very fine.

£15

523 1921 (4 APR) illustrated advertising cover mailed from Peterborough Ont to Smithville. Adver-

£8

tising for chickens with picture showing the Ontario Winner for 1920. Franked with 1 cent Admiral
so appears to have been underpaid by 1 cent but no tax levied. Letter re hens, eggs and chicks is
enclosed. Fine.

524 1922 (17 MAY) letter mailed from Vancouver to Yokohama, Japan franked with 10 cent plum
Admiral paying the UPU rate. Very fine and unusual destination. Cat $70.

1923 (2 OCT) Marks Stamp Co registered letter mailed from Spadina Avenue, Toronto to
525 Shanghai in China. Shanghai receiver on front of 30 October. Franked with 20 cent Admiral
paying the UPU registered rate. Host of backstamps from Toronto Postal Terminal (2 Oct), Calgary
& Vancouver RPO (Ludlow type W30e ornament #124, RF 260 5 Oct) and Vancouver 6 Oct.
Minor edge creases but o/w very fine and scarce single use on cover to a very scarce destination.
Cat $250+

526

1923 (2 JUL) letter from Hamilton Ont to London England franked with 3 cent brown Admiral and
thus underpaid by 1 cent. Taxed and charged at the de minimus rate equivalent to 1 1/2 d in the
UK. Cover franked on arrival with the newly issued and scarce GB 1 1/2d PD stamp (SG type D3).
Lot also includes similar cover mailed from Westaskiwin, Alberta on 17 Dec 1921 to Coventry
which was also underpaid by 1 cent and charged at the de minimus rate. Tax in this case paid by 1d
and 1/2d postage due stamps. Also third letter mailed from Hamilton to Plymouth in November
1925 shortly after the de minimus rate was ended. This cover was franked with a 3 cent red Admiral
and was also 1 cent underpaid but by this time the postage due charge in the UK had reduced to
1d. See article in July 2017 Maple Leaves. Minor edge faults from rough opening but o/w very fine.

£20

£75

£40

527 1923 (14 DEC) illustrated advertising cover mailed as a drop letter within Hamilton Ont.
Advertising for Stevenson Fruit Co. Franked with 2 cent green Admiral. Small stain at lower left
corner does not detract from a fine cover.

528

1924 (8 OCT) registered letter from Montreal (Postal Station B) via London to Salonika in
Greece. Letter was not claimed and it was returned to Canada and held by the Dead Letter Office.
Very fine strike of rectangular boxed Dead Letter Office Montreal cancel on reverse. Franked with
20 cent Admiral paying the UPU registered rate. Very fine and scarce single use on cover to a very
unusual destination. Cat $250+

529 1925 (15 AUG) postcard mailed from London UK to Vancouver franked with GB 1d stamp of the

special British Empire Exhibition issue of 1925. Stamp is tied by the Exhibition machine cancel.
Card was short paid 1/2d and has T10 tax mark plus large '2' (cents) postage due handstamp.
Franked with 2 cent postage due stamp (UCS type J2) on arrival in Vancouver. Very fine and a
scarce GB stamp (cat £30 used)

£10

£75

£28
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1925 (27 NOV) registered double weight letter from Sarnia Ont (with corner advertising for City
Lunch) to Hong Kong, China. Franked with pair of 8 cent Admirals plus 1 cent yellow Admiral
530 paying the 17 cents rate. (3 cents per oz plus 1 cent War Tax plus 10 cents registration fee).
Backstamps from Chicago and Seattle. Very fine and unusual destination / rate.
1926 (23 AUG) letter mailed from Vancouver to Finland franked with 8 cent Admiral paying the

531 UPU rate. Very fine and a more unusual destination.
1926 (11 APR) extraordinary letter mailed from Ottawa to Cleveland Ohio and franked with a
bisected 1 cent yellow plus bisected 5 cent violet Admirals joined together to make one unique
532 'stamp'. Regrettably, the postal authorities were not to be fooled by this and gave it a big '6'
handstamp for double deficiency due. The recipient was left to pay the 6 cents postage due and 3
'Cleveland Ohio' 2 cent postage due stamps were affixed on arrival. Probably unique! Very fine.
1926 (6 JUL) patriotic postcard (On whose Dominions the Sun never Sets) mailed from Buffalo
NY to Highland Park Michigan. Franked with 2 cent green Admiral stamp of Canada which was
533 tied by Buffalo machine cancel but was obviously not valid for postage in the USA. Card was
marked 'Postage Due 2 Cents' in purple and retained until the addressee had coughed up the 2
cents. This being received the card was franked with a 2 cent US stamp and forwarded with the
addition of another handstamp reading 'THIS IS THE MAIL FOR WHICH YOU SENT POSTAGE'. Fascinating piece of postal nonsense which must have cost more to administer than was
collected! ex Stan Lum and very fine.

534

£50

£10

£24

£30

1926 (22 MAY) entire illustrated advertising cover for the Mount Royal Hotel in Montreal
mailed from Lac Francais P.Q. via St. Faustin Station to New Jersey. Franked with two copies of
the 2 cent green Admiral. Letter was overpaid by 1 cent. Minor light creases and edge wear but
o/w fine and very attractive.

£12

1926 (22 MAY) Dominion Express COD cover mailed from Sturgeon Falls, Ont to Three Rivers

£10

535 via the North Bay & S.S. Marie RPO. Franked with 3 cent red Admiral. Some opening damage at
left (flap end) o/w fine.

536 1926 (9 FEB) Returned Dead Letter Office ambulance cover rated Postage Due 3 cents franked

£12

537 1927 (5 JY) letter from Toronto to Shanghai in China franked with strip of four plus single of 2

£20

538 1928 (21 JUN) Acknowledgement of Receipt card mailed within Regina Sask franked unusually

£3

with 1 cent and 2 cent PD stamps of the first series. Mailed from Ottawa to Kamloops BC. Very
fine.

cent green Admirals. The letter is overpaid by 2 cents as the UPU rate had reduced to 8 cents
shortly before. Backstamped in Shanghai 5 August. Minor edge faults but overall fine.
with five copies of the 2 cent green Admiral for the 10 cent rate. Very fine.

circa 1928 local Meter Mail cover from Montreal (1 cent rated) sent within the city and undelivered

539 with Returned to Sender ‘pointing hand’ handstamp and charged an impressive 17 cents due which

£12

1928 (22 AUG) 2 cent green PS envelope (type U27) from Foleyet, Ontario to Denmark. Franked

£5

has been paid with 3 x 5 cent and 1 x 2 cent Postage Due stamps in the red-violet shade (UCS J2c,
J4c). Little worn but an unusual rating.

540 with vertical strip of three 2 cent green Admirals to make up the 8 cents rate. Few creases and some
ageing but overall fine.

47
LOT

DESCRIPTION
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POSTAL HISTORY - CANADA: EARLY AIRMAILS INCL. SEMI-OFFICIALS
541 1924 (1 OCT) first flight cover from Estavan to Winnipeg franked with 3 x 1 cent yellow Admirals
tied by special oval postmark in purple. Cover does not have the promotion al label on but back does
show all over advertising . Small edge faults o/w fine. Cat $75.

£24

542 1925 cover from Vancouver to Montreal intended to be carried on the abortive first Trans-Canada

£50

543 1926 (8 JUL) airmail letter from Sioux Lookout, Ont to Liverpool, England. Franked with 4 cent

£30

flight. Reverse carries fine example of the Laurentide Air Service label type CL3 with cachet. Front
addressed to Prof. French has stamp removed when the flight was abandoned. Very fine. Cat $125.
Admiral paying the postage to the UK. The reverse carries a copy of the 25 cent Patricia Airways
& Exploration Co. Ltd label (type CL13) which paid for the first leg of the journey to Red Lake by
air. Very fine. Cat $100.

544 1926 (30 SEP) airmail letter sent from Rouyn P.Q. to Montreal. Franked with 2 cent green Admiral
and on reverse label of the Elliot- Fairchilds Air Service (25 cent value). Very fine Cat $225

£55

1927 (JY 9) advertising cover of W.A. Brophy & Co mailed from Montreal to Vancouver via first

545 flight airmail service. Franked with 2 cent and 5 cent stamps from the Confederation issue and 5 cent
Historical issue stamp (SG 267, 269 and 271, UCS 142, 144 and 146) paying the domestic airmail
rate of 12 cents per letter which applied up to 16 September 1927. Front has nice two line cachet 'AIR
FLIGHT ABANDONED/ LETTER RETURNED' and reverse has very fine strike of Dead Letter
Office cancel from Ottawa. Very fine condition.

£14

1928 (13 Apr) first flight cover from Whitehorse, Yukon to Carcross. Franked with 2 cent Confed-

£20

546 eration stamp (SG 267, UCS 142) and 25 cents Yukon Airways label (CL 42). Few small stains but
o/w very fine. Cat $65
1928 first flight cover from the Montreal - New York route (FAM 1) franked with 5 cent Historical

547 issue stamp (CS 146, SG 271) for outward leg and 5 cent US airmail stamp for return leg to Montreal.

£10

Backstamped Albany NY 2 OCT. Filing crease but o/w fine with nice cachet on front.
1929 (JY 14) illustrated first flight cover from Fort McMurray to Aklavik (carried from Fort

548 Simpson to Waterways) franked with 2 cent Scroll issue stamp. Front carries very fine Western

£15

Canada Airways cachet and reverse has 10 cent Western Canada Airways label (type CL40). Very
fine and attractive cover. Cat $40
1929 (JY 19) letter from St. Catherines to Chorley, England sent via airmail within Canada and
franked with 5 cent airmail stamp of 1928. The stamp paid for the initial airmail leg of the journey
549 but not for the postage to the UK so the letter was charged 4 cents due (double deficiency) which was
converted to 2 pence due in England. UK 2d due stamp applied. Host of postage due markings. Fine
condition.
1930 (3 MAR) illustrated cover carried on the first airmail service from Winnipeg to Edmonton but
sent on to Dar es Salaam in Tanganyika. Franked with 2 cent Scroll issue stamp (paying Empire
550 letter rate) and 5 cent Airmail stamp. Backstamps from Edmonton (4 March) and Dar es Salaam (11
April). Very fine and unusual.
1930 (OCT 25 and DEC 27) pair of early airmail letters from Rosenfield, Manitoba to Thurn in
Switzerland. One is 2 cent green postal stationary envelope (type EN28) franked with 8 cent Scroll
issue stamp and 5 cent Airmail stamp. The second is franked with 10 cent stamp (CS 173) and 5 cent
551
Airmail. Routed via New York and London. From 1925 to the early 1930's Canadian airmail destined
for overseas was often carried by air to New York and thence by sea to London with onward
transmission by air (if available). The rate for this service was 15 cents per half ounce. Some rough
opening damage at top right away from stamps o/w very fine.

£10

£12

£75
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552 1930 Cherry Red Airline Company envelope mailed from Christopher Lake to Lac La Ronge,

ESTIMATE
£20

Sask. Franked with 1 cent yellow Admiral paying the printed matter rate and also a 10 cents Cherry
Red Airline stamp (type CL46). Very fine.

553 1931 (FE 23) first flight cover from Athabaska to Edmonton. Cover is a 1 cent orange postal
stationary envelope (type U25) uprated with a 1 cent Scroll issue stamp. Front carries fine
Commercial Airways cachet and reverse has a Commercial Airways 10 cent AIR FEE label in
black (type CL 48). Very fine. Cat $50.

£15

1931 (AUG 1) 5 cent airmail stamp of 1928 used on cover flown on the first regular airmail service

554 between Victoria BC and Vancouver. From Vancouver the letter went on to Detroit where a 2
cents postage due charge was applied (both handstamp and US postage due stamp). The US
airmail rate at the time was 5 cents plus 1 cent War Tax so the letter was 1 cent underpaid. Very
fine condition.
1934 (19 JY) first flight cover mailed from Edmonton to Fort McMurray and then forwarded to

555 Kitchener, Ont. Franked with 3 cent Jacques Cartier commemorative (SG 332) and on the reverse

£10

£20

a Canadian Airways Ltd label with 10 cents overprint (type CL 52). Very fine. Cat $90
1935 (20 NOV) attractive airmail letter mailed from Toronto to Kingston, Jamaica and franked

556 with four copies of the 6 cent airmail stamp of 1935 plus a 1 cent Silver Jubilee stamp and a 3 cent

£12

Medallion definitive (die II). The stamps pay the airmail rate of 25 cents per half oz. plus domestic
postage of 3 cents. Very fine.
1937 (21 SEP) airmail letter sent from Toronto to Prague in Czechoslovakia. Franked with a pair

557 of 6 cent airmail stamps (SG 355). The airmail rate (which only allowed for airmail within Canada)

£10

was 10 cents so 2 cents overpaid but an unusual destination. Some minor edge wear but overall
very fine.
1938 airmail letter from Mount Albert, Ont to Punjab, India (receipt backstamp of 31 MAR 38).
Franked with 6 cent airmail stamp (UCS type C5) and endorsed in mss 'via Air Mail'. Front carries
558 an unusual three line cachet in violet reading 'PLEASE ADVISE YOUR CORRESPONDENT
THAT/ THE LETTER RATE FROM CANADA IS SIX CENTS/ PER HALF OUNCE'. Very fine.
1939 (8 AUG) spectacular cover from Ottawa to Wren Green near Preston, England carried on

559 Imperial Airways first regular service between Canada and the UK. The rate was 30 cents per 1/2

£15

£15

oz and this has been paid with five copies of the 1928 airmail stamp and a 5 cent Mufti stamp. Nice
airmail label on reverse. Very fine.

POSTAL HISTORY - CANADA: 1930 TO MODERN
560 1932 Post Office Dept registered FDC's mailed from Ottawa to New York; one bears the 13 cent

Ottawa Conference stamp (UCS 194) and the other the 13 cent Citadel stamp (UCS 201). Some
ageing and edge faults but cat $75.

1933 (13 OCT) mourning cover sent from Waterloo, Ont to Toronto (backstamped Toronto Postal
Terminal A - same date). Sent Special Delivery and franked with SD stamp (type E4) but no
postage
paid. Cover was assessed for postage due as 6 CENTS DUE with fine paid by 1 cent and
561
5 cent PD stamps of the 1930 - 32 series (types J6 and J9). minor edge faults from opening but o/w
fine and scarce combination.
1935 (22 OCT) very unusual special delivery cover mailed from Toronto to Washington USA.
Franked with 3 cent value of the 1935 issue and 10 cent USA Special Delivery stamp (type SG
562 E559). Although it was no longer necessary to use a US SD stamp on letters of this type by 1935,
it was necessary to pay the correct SD fee which was 20 cents not 10 cents! The letter was thus 10
cents underpaid and should have incurred a postage due charge of 20 cents (double deficiency). It
was however, charged 40 cents due although only 30 cents worth of US postage due stamps were
applied. Very unusual cover in fine condition.

563 1939 (31 MAR) commercial letter from Toronto to Buffalo NY mailed Special Delivery and
franked with strip of three 1 cent Mufti stamps plus 10 cent on 20 cent SD stamp type E9. This
stamp was only in use for one month and is scarce on commercial covers. Minor edge faults from
opening o/w fine. Cat $65.

£5

£30

£20

£15
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564 1939 (6 DEC) registered drop letter mailed within Montreal and franked with 4 cent and 8 cent

£5

Mufti stamps of 1937. Stamps tied by Montreal Station E cds cancels. Very fine.
1940 (5 DEC) piece from a food parcel mailed from Victoria BC to Scotland, being the Customs

565 Declaration franked with 2 copies of the 3 cent Mufti plus 10 cent, 20 cent, 50 cent and $1 stamps

£15

from the 1938 pictorial issue. Very scarce commercial use of these high value stamps and nice $1.86
franking. Fine.

566 1941 Prisoner of War envelope mailed from Freiburg, Germany to Camp 'E' Internment Base Army

Ottawa, Canada. German censor marks in reverse and Canadian censor tape C97 sealed the edge of
the envelope. Reverse carries Base APO Canada machine cancel of Jun 20 1941. Very fine condition.

567 1942 (17 May) POW letter mailed from Friedrichshafen in Germany to a Prisoner of War held in

£24

Camp 321 (Cage 14!!) in the Middle East. This camp was administered by Canadian troops and the
letter has been routed via the Base APO in Ottawa . Reverse has German censor tape and cachets and
right hand side shows POW Middle East censorship tape and front has special Canadian camp censor
cachet in red. Some edge damage as might be expected but overall condition is not too bad given the
journey this cover was subjected to. Very scarce POW item.

£50

1942 (31 AUG) very colourful wrapper which enclosed a Special Delivery letter or package mailed

£26

568 from Neustadt, Ont to Louisiana. Surviving wrappers of this type are very scarce as most simply got
torn off. Very fine.
1945 long registered letter from Kaslo BC to England franked with four copies of the 14 cent, two

569 of the 5 cent and two of the 2 cent War Issue stamps for total franking of 70 cents (rate was 30 cents

£8

per half ounce plus 10 cent registration fee, so double weight letter). Host of backstamps. Light
central filing crease but a fine cover with an impressive franking.
1946 (13 NOV) airmail letter from London UK to Vancouver franked with GB 10d and 6d stamps
570 of the George VI 1937 issue. The letter was deemed to be 1sh/2d underpaid and was taxed 60 cents.
Postage due was paid with six copies of the 10 cent postage due stamp of 1935 (UCS type J20).
Minor edge wear but overall very fine and nice stamp combinations.

£24

571 1946 POW card mailed to Germany with POW/132 cds of Medicine Hat and, in red, circular framed

£20

'CANADA INT DP/ CENSORED/ (Crown) 38'. Slight crease at right clear of handstamps. Fine.

1946 / 1947 pair of philatelic registered covers sent by airmail from Montreal to France. One has

572 40 cent franking (which includes 8 cent Small Queen!) and the other has 55 cent franking which

includes Quebec Tercentenary stamps. Very colourful and probably unique frankings! Very fine
condition.
1949 - 1966; small group of five airmail covers and one domestic cover. Note 1949 to Germany,
573 1952 to Austria, 1955 to Switzerland and 1957 to Austria all rated 15 cents but with very different
frankings. Also 1952 to Austria 'NOT PAID FOR AIRMAIL' aux marking and 1966 FDC mailed to
New Zealand but franked 5 cents letter rate. Odd fault but mostly fine or better.

574 1951 $1 fisherman stamp SG 433, used on attractive illustrated registered FDC mailed from
Calgary to New Zealand. Very fine. Cat $90.

575 1952 (12 May) postcard (of Kakabeka Falls in colour) mailed from Port Arthur to Esbjerg in
Denmark. Franked with George VI 'Postes/ Postage' 4 cent, 3 cent pair and 1 cent paying the 11
cents rate. Very fine.

576 1957 pair of Bank of Nova Scotia covers mailed to or from Hamilton Ont. Both were sent without

postage and both have been marked '10 CENTS DUE' (correct as double deficiency). However, one
is franked with 10 cent plus 1 cent PD stamps (1935 series) and the other with a block of four 5 cent
PD stamps. All stamps tied by red Hamilton date stamps. No idea what was going on here!

1958 (15 JAN) registered letter from Armstrong, BC to Scotland via Montreal franked with 25 cent
577 Chemical Industry stamp (SG 489) which paid for surface mail rate of 5 cents plus 20 cents
registration fee. Letter is addressed to Duncan, Scotland but has mss at lower right reading 'try
Dunoon'. Front also shows an A-R (advice of receipt) handstamp applied at Armstrong but the letter
has not been paid for AR service which would have cost an extra 10 cents. Very fine and interesting
cover. (ILLUSTRATION ON PLATE LV)

£5

£12

£15

£15

£15

£3
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1971 (12 MAY) registered airmail letter from Mississauga, Ont to the UK also sent Special
delivery. Franked with $1 and 5 cent Centennials paying the $1.05 rate made up of 15 cents postage
plus 50 cents registration fee plus 40 cents SD fee. Scarce commercial use of the $1 Centennial on
cover and very fine.
1971 pair of letters mailed from the UK to Canada during the UK postal strike of 1971. During the
period from 20 January to 7 March the UK government suspended the post Office monopoly on
carrying letters and several entrepreneurs were licensed to carry out postal services. The two letters
comprise; letter from Plymouth to Clinton, Ontario carried by the 'Pennycomequick' company who
charged an impressive 9 shillings to send this letter (normal rate would have been 1sh/6d and second
letter to Toronto carried by Special Courier Mail at a charge of 5 shillings and still subject to
Canadian postage of 6 cents on arrival in Toronto. Latter cover appears philatelic as many of these
are but scarce items rarely offered and reminder that it is not only Canada that suffers from Postal
Strikes!

£20

£12

1989 (22 AUG) large letter mailed Special Delivery from Gloucester, Ont to England. Franked

580 with six copies of the 59 cent Musk Ox stamp plus a block of four of the 5 cent Hare and a 2 cent
Porcupine stamp (UCS types 1174, 1158 and 1156) for a total charge of $3.76 (comprising $2.63
Special Delivery fee plus $1.14 postage for a letter weighing between 20 and 50 grams). Very fine
and nice piece of modern postal history.

£3

POSTAL HISTORY - NEWFOUNDLAND (see also lot 363)
581 Newfoundland 1892 Registered Cover St John's 22 June to San Marino Italy no receiver, via

London June 30 and Firenze (Florence) July 2 (unclear but I believe that's what it is}. 10c single
rate. Very rare destination and likely unique for the period. Couple of very small stains but o/w very
fine.

£250

582 Newfoundland 1897 12 times rate Registered Cover St. John's Sep 7 to Berne Switzerland Sep 19

£150

via Glasgow Sep 17. 65 Cent Franking. Franked with 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 12c & 15c all Cabot
issue. Very fine and very attractive cover.

583 Newfoundland 1897 5c Rate Cover St. John's Oct 27 to Geneva Switzerland Nov 10 via

£26

Devonport Nov 8. Probably carried by a Royal Navy vessel. Franked 5c seal SG59a. Minor edge
faults and some small stains but o/w fine.

584 Newfoundland 1897 1c Drop Letter St. John's Oct 23 with Type III Provisional stamp (used well
within the Provisional Period). UCS type 77, SG 82. RPSL Cert states genuine. Very rare cover.
Stamp is centred low but cover is in very fine condition and cat in UCS at $2000. Scan of certificate
available on request.

£450

Newfoundland 1899 15c Double Rate Registered Cover St. John's May 20 to Dubuque Iowa USA

585 May 27 via Boston May 25. Franked 5c and 8c Cabot and 2c Royal Family issues. Very fine and

£55

attractive cover.
Newfoundland 1899 quintuple rate long commercial cover from St John's June 24 to New York

586 USA June 29. Franked 4c, 8c & 5c pair of Cabot and 3c Royal Family issues. A rare commercial

£130

rate. Very small edge faults but o/w very fine and scarce.

587 Newfoundland 1931 Cvr St John's July 21 to Merthyr Vale Wales UK no backstamp. 4c Rate (2c
pair SS Caribou). Fine Prevent Forest Fires Save Our Forests slogan. Very fine.

£4.50

588 Newfoundland 1936 Cvr Corner Brook June 26 to Chicago USA via Boston June 30. 5c Rate (1c

£3.50

589 Newfoundland 1938 Royal Family Registered First Day Cover Bay Roberts May 12 to Jersey

£5

& 4c Resouces issue). Very fine.

Channel Islands. Very fine.
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ALL THE LOTS I MISSED THE FIRST TIME THROUGH!!
Study lot of 33 covers and cards and 6 stamps all with 1 cent Edwards written up on album pages
to show the different Marler types. All types from 1 to 19 are included with some duplicates. We
590 note RPO cancels, advertising covers, patriotic postcard, foreign destinations etc etc Also at
least one EKD. Stamps show hairlines and retouches on type 12. It would take a lifetime to
replicate. Condition is fine to very fine throughout. HEAVY LOT

£150

1904 (10 APR) front only from London Ont to Knoxville, Tennessee sent Special Delivery.

591 Franked with 2 cent Edward (Marler type 4) and 10 cent US Special Delivery stamp (1902 series
type E6). Minor edge faults and it is only a front but Edward 7 covers with US SD stamps are very
scarce.

592

1904 private post card of Rideau Falls, Ottawa mailed from Ottawa to Richmond, Surrey in
England and franked with 2 cent Edward. Very fine.

1909 private post card advertising the Inland Navigation Company Limited who ran steamers
593 between Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton and Cleveland. Card is a consignment note and has been
sent within Winnipeg. Franked with 1 cent Edward. Very fine.
1912 (31 MAR) front from cover mailed from Montreal to Halifax NS franked with vertical pair

£24

£2

£8

594 of the 1 cent Edward stamp showing dramatic misperf. Spectacular exhibition piece.

£120

1920 (21 DEC) Xmas greetings card mailed from Vancouver to a rural route address in Ilderton.
The card is handstamped 'NO SUCH P.O. IN/ BRITISH COLUMBIA' and 'Returned for better
595 address'. The word 'Ontario' has been added to the address and the card stamped with a large violet
Vancouver DRCDS cancel of 22 Dec. Franked with 1 cent green Admiral. Very fine.

£20

1930 (AUG 29) cover from Prince Albert to Waskeslu Lake Sask, franked with 2 cent green Arch

596 issue stamp and 10 cent Cherry Red Airlines label. Cover was carried on the inaugural flight of
this service (AAMC type CL 46 - 3002a). Very fine and attractive cover.
1938 (2 MAR) wrapper mailed from Montreal (roller cancel) to Tonga. Endorsed 'Papers' and 'via
Suva, Fiji Islands'. Franked with 2 cent and 5 cent Mufti stamps. The addressee Mr Quensell was
597 apparently the organiser of Tin Can Mail. Fine condition although roller cancel is a little heavy.
Most unusual destination.

£15

£10

AND FINALLY….. SOME MISCELLANEOUS LOTS
598 1851 Canada Company Land Deed for 89 acres to Josiah Rumball in the township of Goderich.
Part seal remains (secty signature of John Galt). Some faults but nice historical interest.

£15

Group of five postcards all showing street views of Winnipeg. Minor edge wear in places but

£5

599 mostly very fine.

Small accumulation of 11 bank cheques (mostly Bank of Montreal with one Bank of Nova Scotia)
all franked with Revenue Excise stamps. Most have 3 cent stamps (type FX38 or booklet types
600
thereof), one has 2 cent War Tax stamp type FWT8. Some minor faults and creases but generally
fine.
Highly decorative illustrated private post card produced by the London Printing and Litho Co.

601 (Head Office, London Ontario). Appears to have been prepared for use and mailed out as an

£5

£50

enclosure. Very fine.

602 Highly decorative and colourful patriotic trade card from the Hamilton Coffee & Spice Co
advertising Ocean Wave Baking Powder. Exhibition quality.

£100

603 Admiral issue collateral item. Invoice sent by the Post Office Dept, Ottawa to the Postmaster of
St. Urbain de Chateauguay P.Q. with a supply of stamps and postcards. Dated 18 May 1914. Very
fine and unusual.

£12
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604

Flushed with the success of last years lot 345, we can now offer another early CPSGB Convention
Reception and Banquet Menu card. This one is from the 25th event in 1971, the Convention in
Aberdeen hosted by Sandy Mackie. 'Mint' condition and comes complete (as they all did in 1971)
with a genuine plate 4, 2 cent red Admiral complete with hairlines, on the front. A real collectors
item, missing from almost all Admiral collections!

END OF SALE - THANK YOU.

ESTIMATE

£5

